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Erasmus of Rotterdam, who died in 1536, may very well be the most famous
Dutch humanist.l This chapter deals with the much less well-known development of modern Dutch humanism in thc period af ter 1850. Erasmus, with his
conciliatory and moderate attitude and his non-clogmatic. primarily ethical type
of Christianity, remains a major innuence on Dutch humanism, but, for that
matter, Dutch humanism is stamped by the overall history ofthe Netherlands.
1n terms of geography, the Netherlands is a very smalI, densely populated country in Northwest Europe. lts culture has been very much determined by the
struggle against thc water. More than a quarter of thc country is below sea level
and a number of major rivers flow into thc sea ncar Rotterdam. In thc second
half of the sixteenth century, the Dutch started the revolt that made them independent of the Spanish empire. In the seventeenth century, the Netherlands, especially Holland with thc city of Amsterdam, was a major power in every sense.
Before the British did so, the Dutch ruled the world seas. The voe (United East
India Company) was thc world's largest trading company in thc sevcnteenth and
eighteenth centuries. International trade was and is very important for thc
Duteh. According to some historians, the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic
should be regarded as the first successful modern economy (De Vries & Van der
Woude 1997). The Dutch Golden Age manifested itself not only in an unprecedented increase in (very unequally distributed) wealth, but also in a politically,
religiously and intellectually pluralistic and tolerant atmosphere, characterized
bya large number of publishing houses, refugee philosophers such as Deseartes
and Spinoza, scientists and scholars such as Christiaan Huygens and Hugo
Grotius, and painters such as Rembrandt. Vermeer and Jacob van Ruysdael (Israel 1995).
Compared with the seventeenth-century growth. the statie stability of most of
the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth century was effectively a decline, and the country no longer was a major politieal power. However, this
should not be allowed to hide the fact th at the Netherlands continued to be one
of the richest regions of Europe and the world. For the welfare of its citizens. a
country obvÎously need not be a major player in geopolitics. Culturally. the
Netherlands, with its many foreign exiles and its publishing industry has been
re-evaluated as the center of an international network at the beginning of the
Enlightenment, a radieal Enlightenment (Jacob 1981; Israel 2001; Van Ruler
2001). At the same time, the Dutch Enlightenment itself-as distinct from the
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ideas of the foreign refugees-was characterized by a strong influencc from classical humanism and Calvinism. It remained pragmatic and non-theoreticaJ,
"moderate, Newtonian. and aversc to all radicalism in religious and political
matters" (Mijnhardt 1992: 205). The En!ightenment produced a dominanee of
liberal Protestantism in the Netherlands. After 1780, the Netherlands waged
wars with and was occupied by the Frcnch. aoci in 1830 Belgium declared its independenee of the Netherlands. After 1865, the Netherlands industrialized on
the basis of steel, coal and the steam engine. and after 1890 even more rapidly
using ail. electricity and the internal combustion engine. From 1865 10 thc present day, the poptdation grew from three and a half to sixteen million. Though
income inequality declined sharply between 1916 and 1983, striking inequalities
of wealth and inca me have continued to exist (Van Zanden 2001). With the Întroduction of sodal security la,••'s in the twentieth century, absolute poverty
practically disappeared. The names of Multatuli, Vincent van Gogh, Piet Mon.
driaan, the National Ballet and the Concertgebouw Orchestra suffice to show
that Dutch art did not come to i.tnend in the seventeenth century.
Politically speaking, one can see a remarkable continuity. In the seventeenth century, the Dutch Rcpublic had aloase and complicated federa! structure in which
"its many built-in checks and balances ensured that absolute power and arbitrariness were never tolerated in the long term" (Mijnhardt 1992: 201). About
1620, in the middle ofthe eighteenth century, and still in the nincteenth century,
Dutch polities were characterized by opposition and compromise between threr
main segments of the Dutch population: a Roman Catholic, a rather strict Calvinist, and a more latitudinarian or Iiberal segment. At the end of the nineteenth
century a socialist part of the population put itself into the picture.
All essentiaI feature of this continuity is that each and every one of these component parts of the Dutch nat ion always was a minority. Centuries of compromise
have created a strong culture of give-and-take and of accommodation (Ellemers
1998: 427). In the twentieth century, economÎc prosperity in the Netherlands has
been combined with the social blessings of a pacifying parliamentary democracy
with universal suffrage (for men since 1917, for women since 1919). After 1945,
the rather open and international character of Dutch society was strengthened
by economie gIobalization, by participation in NATO, by the immigration of
hundreds of thousands of peopIe from Indonesia, the MoIuccas, Turkey, ['••10rocco, Surinam and the Netherlands Antilles, and by the process of European
unification. In 1957-1958 a number of important legal harriers to the soCÎaI
equality of women were abolished, and after 1968 feminism visihly gained
strength, but the idea th at women arc primarily mothers rather than wage-carners has proved to be very tenacious.
The changes outIined above impIy that sodaI and existentiaI probIems in the
Netherlands nowadays appear in a very different context from what used to beo
One example will he enough to demonstrate the impact. In 1890 the average Iife
cxpectancy at birth of Dutch men and women was just below 45 years, in 1950 it
was alJOut 70, in 1995 is was 75 for men and 80 for women. In combi nat ion with
other changes, this has had far-reaching consequences. Nowadays more than
10% of the Dutch popuIation is above 65 and retired, a percentage expccted to
rise to more than 25%. \Vhile in 1850 it was rather comman for children to be
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orphancd. today this is an exception. The average Dulch husband and wife (if
one disregards the real possibility of divorce) ean naw look forward to a period
logether as an e1derly couple when the children (if any) have left home. This Iifephase statistically did not exist before 1915 (Van der Wou de 1985; Van Pop pel &
Van Solinge 2001: 47). Obviously. differences in context are not only a matter of
time. but also of locatiol1. The problcms with which humanÎsts (man or woman,
white or calored, etc.) in the Netherlands are confronted, are different from
those encountered in Russia. India, Zambia and Mexico, or even in neighboring
countries like Germany, Belgium and England.
In the remainder of th is chapter. I will survey the meanings of the Dutch word
/1tmlml;Sme in thc ninctccnth century, followed by a short description of the development of same important humanist organizations in the Netherlands.
Finally. I wiII mention a numbcr of recent developments and draw same conclusIOns.

Humanisms

in lhe Second Half of the Nineteenth

Century

One way to find out more about the character of Dutch humanism is to see what
the Dutch word h"manisme has meant. Using a large collection of eightecnthand nineteenth-century dictionaries and the 1837-1881 volumes of the magazine
De Gids as main sources. one can say that humanisme can hardly be found before
1850. The Dutch words for all kinds of -isms appearcd at about thai time: liberalism. socialism, nationalism. In the second half of the nineteenth century
humanisme was used fairly often. with four different meanings (Derkx 1998).
I A momlor ethical meaning. Humanism in this sense means that one tries to
be morally humane, which means loving all peopJe, being considerate, respectful and friendly towards them. For the important humanist Allard
Pierson th is moral meaning has a sociopolitical edge and is more than philanthropy.2 For Pierson. humanism refers to the convict ion that all human beings are fundamentally connected with each other as persons who wish to develop themseJves. This, in turn, rcfers to the feeling that, morally speaking.
humankind is the highest unity: higher than other collectives that might claim
loyalty from people, e.g. the church. Christianity or the nation. 1 found the
earHest instance of this moral I11caning of IlJmulIlisme, and the e;.1fliestusc of
thc word altogether. in De Gids of 1847.
2 A Renaissance meaning. In this sensc. humanism refers to a move ment in European history that startcd in the fourteenth century with Petrarch and ended
about 1620. The Renaissance was thought to be characterizcd by the study of
ancient Greek and Roman literaturc. philosophy and art. This meaning ofhumanism can be found from 1858 (or earlier?). After 1860, Renaissance humanism has often been considered by Dutch authors, mostly incorrectly, as
the beginning of atheism. An uncritical reception of Burckhardt's famous
book on the Italian Renaissance contributed to this.
3 The third Illeaning of humanislll was pedagogimJ. This hUlllanism rcfers to a
pedagogical current which emphasizes Bildung towards "truc", "higher" humanity as the end to strivc for. The study of the language and culture of thc
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ancient Greeks and Romans was regarded as thc best means to this end. In thc
second half of thc nineteenth century. th is pedagogical rneaning became
Iinked to a certain type of secondary school: the gymnasium. In ol der dictionaries of lhe Duleh language, the pedagogieal meaning ofhumanism is dominant.
4 Finally. thc word huma"isnlc was used to refef to a worldview or life stance.
phrascs which I usc to translate thc Dutch word levensbcschouWÏtlg. Humanism in this sense is a worldview that distinguishes itself from pre. modern
Christianity as practiced in thc churches. It is important to no Ie that th is humanist worldview had hvo different variants. Either it meant that one rejected
as irrational and unreasonable any Christianity and religion whatsoever, or it
meant that one continued the historical development of Christianity and
adapted it to modern times as a human cultural product. In the latter case,
humanism refers to an open and rational, universally human religion. Many
different manifestations of rcligion can develop in th is direction, and Christianity is one of them. Hllmmlisme
in the meaning of a non-Christian
worldview occurs from 1857, in writings of opponents of humanism (among
them the Calvinist leaders G. Groen van Prinsterer and Abraham Kuyper)
and in those of its champions, like the multifaceted scholar Allard Pierson,
the militant at heist and Spinozist Johannes van Vloten, and the freethinker,
teacher and social democrat A.H. Gerhard. This meaning of the word probably spread rapidly after 1860, and in the last quarter ofthe nineteenth century
it occurred more frequently than humanisme as an open and rational, universally human religion. There are two reasons for this: in these years the lower
and middle-elass strict Protestants (de gereformeerde,,) started their struggle
for emancipation against the more latitudinarian Protestant elite, and on the
ot her hand the importance of at hei sm and the number of atheists in Dutch
society started to grow. However, humanism in the sense of an open and rational, universally human religion did not disappear. The Lutheran theologian A.D. Loman was one of the people who continued to promo te humanism in this way. As an offshoot of the enlightened liberal Protestantism that
had become dominant in the eighteenth-century Dutch Republic, this type of
humanism was too firmly rooted to be wiped out easily.
Surprisinglyenough, hardly any traces were found in dictionaries and De Gids of
an acstlletic meaning of 11llnwnisme in the tradition of Menander, Plautus,
Terence, many Renaissance humanists, and \Vinckelmann (SneB 1980). The one
instance is the rejection by the important literary critic Conrad Busken Huet in
1863 of all aesthetically interpreted, individualistic, and elitist Renaissance humanism. It is not yet elear whcthcr this absence of aesthetic humanism points to
a characteristic of Dutch humanism or indicates a Iimitation ofthe sources used.
One can painstakingly try to take these senses of the word Jllunanisme apart.
Sometimes, however, this is all110st impossible because authors mix meanings
and usc more than one of the denotations, connotations and associations that
the concept has acquired in Îts complex development since Cicero used the
words hllmmills and humanitas (Giustiniani 1985).
Of course, history did not stop in the nineteenth century, and the history of the
word humanisme is anly ane angle on the subject. As yet, little research has been
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(arried out on the history of Dutch humanism after 1900. I wiII focus on some
aspects that I am able to (omment on. ft is important to realize that there are
many humanist groups and people that do not carry the label "humanist", but I
wiII deal with the vicissitudes of same important organizations explicitly calling
themselves lwmmlistisch, and with the way humanism was and is exprcsscd by
them. This will give an opportunity to further clarify Dutch humanism. I start
with De Dageraad. whose history goes back to the nineteenth century.

De Dageraad'
The fiest humanist organization to he founded in the Netherlands was De
Dageraad, which means dawn or sunrisc. It was founded in Amsterdam on October 12, 1856. At th at time most of the founders were scientifically minded deists as far as worldview is concerned. They felt thai God will reveal Himse1f when
nature is investigated scientifically. In matters of polities, they were conservative
liberals. Their goal was:
I to search for the truth, led by nature and reason, and to distribute the results;
2 to advance the mutual understanding and brotherhood ofkindred spi rits;
3 to contribute in practice to the happiness of society.
After its foundation, De Dageraad developed quickly. Charles Darwin's all the
Origill of Species (I 859) turned out to be a catalyst for the debate on science and
religion, and after 1865 the industrialization of the Netherlands brought the rise
of a socialist labor movement. Hy 1880, most members of De Dageraad were not
only at heists and materialists, admiring Jakob MoIcschutt, Ludwig Büchner and
Ernst Haeckel, but also socialists with Marxist or anarchist leanings. Of ten they
would think science proved th at God did not exist, and often they sawa connection between atheism and socialism. The views of the teacher and social demoerat A.H. Gerhard can serve as an example. His thinking ran as follows: frcethinkers try to destroy the belief of the mass of thc common people in a good
God and in a heaven aftcr this life. The freethinkers' striving to raise the consciousness of the majority of humanity about its real situation is crueI, if we do
not at the same time work hard toward a society in whieh a good life here and
now is possible for everybody, not just for the happy capitalist few (Gerhard
1885: 30).
De Dageraad was a small and brave, strongly atheist, anti-religious and antichurch organization fighting the Christian majority of the Netherlands. Same of
the issues it focused on were the importanee of seienee and free inquiry, the
non.existence of God, the dangers of religion and mind-policing ehurehes, the
separation of church and state, the value of morals without God and the equal
value of a non-religious and a religious oa th in court or office. De Dageraad produeed a large numbcr of cheap pamphlets. Onc of them was Domil1ee, pastoor of
rabbi? Populaire kritiek (Minister, priest or rabbi? Popular criticism), probably
written by the Multatuli enthusiast J.G. ten BokkeI, and puhlishcd anonymously
in 1889. Within two years, more than 33,000 copies had been sold. The following passage from thc preface to this pamphlet provides a good impression of the
ideas ofmany Duteh freethinkers between 1880 and 1940:
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"Thc Association "De Dageraad", whieh for many yeaTs has published a periodical for
the advanccment of free thinking, has been trying of late through the distribution of
pamphlets 10 open the cyes of thc many la the light. whieh has reached the scholars
some considerablc time ago. [... J
We arc of the opinion that religion, as it is taught in oor small country by ministers,
pricsts, rabbis, etc., etc., in the end makes the peopJe unhappy. Unhappy as a result of
stupidity and ignorance.
\Ve, however, would like

lo

sec thc pcoplc happy on Ihis ('afth, happy through reason

and scÎcncc. For that reason, and for that r('ason only, we fight religion. [... ]
And therefoTe, reader, think and judge for yourself what looks like the truth to you,
and do not be convineed by anything but arguments." (Ten BokkeI 1890: 3; translati.
on by P.D.)

In the 1920s and 1930s De Dageraad, lcd by the eabinet-maker Jan Hoving, organizcd meetings in large theaters, whieh were attended by many hundreds. 1\lembcrship rose to an all-time high of almost 2500, 1200 of whieh wcre in Amstcrdam alone. In July 1931, Hoving organized a much publicized propaganda tour
into the heart of thc Catholic south. De Dageraacfs manifestations were directed
not only against religion, but also against capitalism, fascism and Hitler's Nazism. In September 1929, in the first radio broadcast ofthe VRO (Vrijdenkers Radio Omroep Vereeniging, "Freethinkers Radio Broadcasting Association"),
Hoving \'Iamed against Mussolini's fascism. The authorities made it impossible
for him to finish his talk. They argued th at hc offcndcd a friend1y head of statc
and hurt thc hcad ofthe Roman Catholic Chureh. In the 1930s, thc rclationship
of De Dageraad and the VRO with the Dutch government (a rathcr conservative
and authoritarian Chrislian coalition) was decidedly bad. In 1934-1936, Hoving
delivered six important radio speeches attacking anti-Semitism. At thc end of
1936, thc govcrnmenl c10sed down thc VRO (Hoekman 1992). Thc frccthinkers
of De Dageraad in th is pcriod were among thc most determined fightcrs against
anti-Semitism, whercver it reared its ugly head, in the Ncthcrlands, in Germany,
or in the Soviet Union. Thcy organizcd scvcral protests against pogroms in the
Ukrainc and Russia.
At its foundation in 1856, De Dageraad regardcd itself as thc "ehureh of the future" (Spigt, in Noordenbos & Spigt 1976: 158). Nonclhelcss, its attitude has
been mainly th at of a minority in a hostile environment. In the latter part of the
nineteenth century, the number of people in thc Netherlands who were not
membcrs ofa church was very low indecd: 0.1% in 1869 and 2.3% in 1899. This
rose rapidly in the twentieth century to 8% in 1920 and 17% in 1947.4 In 1957,
after a hundred years, the name of De Dageraad was changed to De Vrije
Gedachte ("Frec Thought"). De Dageraad/Vrije Gedachte na doubt contributed
much to the sodal and intellectual undcrmining of Christian belief in the Neth.
crlands, especially befare World \Var 11. Now it is a small organization with Icss
than a thousand members.5
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Humanistisch Verbond
The organization that has largdy determined the meaning of the Dutch concept
of humanism in thc second half of thc twentieth century is thc Hwna"istÎsch
Verbolld (HV, "Dutch Humanist Association"), founded on February 17, 1946.
There were threc main reasons for founding thc HV. Firstly, there was a need to
safeguard thc right to exist of a non-religious humanist worldvÎew aod to think
through and strengthen its philosophical foundations. In short, the HV wanted
to fight for the emancipation of non-religious humanists. In thc second plaee.
thc uv wanted to enhance aod corroborate thc largely implicit humanist
worldviews of thc substantial numbers of men aod women who had len thc
church and had descended into nihilisIll. The churches had to raise the spiritual
strength of thc Christian believers, thc ncw humanist organization had to do 50
for thc grmving number of Dutch peopJe outside thc eh ure hes. Thc underlying
idea was that a conscious Christian or humanist convietion about what is important in life would have prevented the rise of Nazism and would prevent such
gruesome movements coming to power in the future.
The third reason for the foundation of the HV was an elaboration and specification of the second reason. To the disappointment of its leaders, the Dutch SocÎal
Democratie Workers Party (SOAP), founded in 1894, had never been ab Ie to win
more than 30% of the votes in a national election. Because of a blockade by the
Protestant and Roman Catholic parties, and because of its atheist image, the
SOAP never really participated
in a government coalition befare \Vorld \Var 11.
After the war, the social democratie leaders wanted to change this situation.
They thcrefore founded a new politieal party that would c1early be a people's
party (not just for workers) and that would explicitly welcome Christian socialists.
The SDAI' bcfore 1940 had been not just a political party but also a social, cultural
and perhaps even spiritual home for a large part of the non-Christian left. The
ncw Partij vml de Arbeid (pvdA, "Labor Party"), founded on Fcbruary 9, 1946, did
its best to aUract Christian members. tvtany of the founders of the HV werc social
dcmocrats themselves and active in the ncw PvdA. They knew that th is successor
to the SDAP would organize its members on their political views only. Now that thc
social democratie party no langer wanted to provide a humanist worldviev.,. and
spiritual home for the Dutch atheists and agnostics, anothcr organization had to
take on this role. This is wh)', according to J.P. van Praag, the foundation of the
HV was "a necessary conseqllcnce" of the ncw setlIp of the soda 1democratie party
(1945). The foundation of the HV meant that the non-religious worker would na
Jonger have to rcgan! his political party as his chllrch.
One qucstion that has to be dealt with is why the fOllndcrs of the uv did not try
to reinvigorate De Dageraad. The teacher and social democratie politician '.P.
van Praag, a central figure in the new organization, wrote in 1946 that an important ditTerence was that De Dageraad cmphasizcd the negative and unproductive
fight against rcligion, whilst thc main aim of the Verbomi was to be a center of
positive retlection and inspiration for thc non-religious part of the population
(Bonger 1956: 14). Van Praagjudged that De Dagemadhad reachcd a dead end
and a new organization was necded to unite and inspire the 1,500,000 non~
churchgoing Dlitch.
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In the summer of 1949 Van Praag and H.A. Polak-Schwarz visited the congress
of thc \Vnrld Uoion of Freethinkers in Rome, where thc two Hv-observers fouod
thc same differences as between HV and Dageraad, but even more pronounced.
When they thwart humanists and humanism in their development, churches
and Christians have to be fought, but, like free thought, th is fight is a means and
not ao end in itself. Most French and ltaHan freethinkers were stuck in a nincteenth-century mould and did not understand this at all. For many of them a
fruitless (preaching to the converted), purely verbal and dogmatically at heist polemie with thc churches was still thc ma in goal. Thc representatives of thc English and American Ethical Unions, and in many ways also those of De Dageraad,
had a bettcr understanding of modern hurnanisffi. Van Praag and PolakSchwarz concluded that it would serve na purpose for the HV to join the World
UoÎon of Freethinkers. One of their reasons was given litde emphasis in public,
but they were also of thc opinion that the World Union was too much under the
influence of communists. This reason was rather important in the early years of
thc Cold War between Eastern Europe dominated by Russia, and Western Europe and North America dominated by the United States. The rejection of the
\Vorld Union by the HV was one ofthe starting points for the International Humanist and Ethical Union (IHEU), which was to be founded in Amsterdam in
1952.
Membership of the HV continued to expand until it reached a.bout 12,000 in
1956, since when it has setlIed at between 12,000 and 16.000.6 Tile history ofthe
HV can be divided into two phases. In the period 1946-1965 it fought a successful struggle for emancipation as a worldview organization on behalf of nonChristian humanists, and at heists and agnostics in genera\. In 1965 one can say
that it had complcted this miss ion. An important factor in this success was not
sa much thc size of the membership (which in view of thc original cxpcctations
was disappointingly low) but the always very strategically fornled board of the
HV and its lobbying activities. Of decisive importance. of course, was the rapidly
increasing number of peopJe in the Netherlands who were not member of a
church: 21% in 1960; 33% in 1966; 43% in 1979; 50% in 1980; and 60% in 1993
and 1997.7 The Netherlands was na longer a Christian nation. Atheists were na
langer regarded as second-rate citizens and as peopJe without morals and conscience.
The pc riod 1966-2001 can be characterized as the period in which the HV attcmpted to find a new mission, a new humanist program. This was difficult, because Dutch society after 1965 was vcry much a humanist society.8 l.P. van
Praag, president from September 1946 until May 1969, attempted with Iittlc succcss tn present the struggle against nihilism, or the complete absence of a
worldview, as the new publicly attractive main task. Personally he had always
thought th is was the main issue, or "the big fight". Of the presidencies after
1965, Rob Tieiman's (1977-1987) was probably the most successful. He gave the
HV a dear idcntity as the organization
that promoted a worldview centered on
the principle of seIf-determination of individuals, and that crusaded in favor of
thc legalization of abortion and euthanasia and against discrimination of homoscxuaJs. These moral and political priorities of the HV were very weil adapted to
the views of its members and leadership, including important politicians such as
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the conservative liberal Frits Bolkestein and the sodal democrat Klaas de Vries.
On important issues. such as the afros race or socÎal inequality, there were many
differences among the humanists and among the noo-Christian political parties
in the Netherlands. but on desirabie changes in laws and attitudes regarding
abortion, euthanasia, and homosexuality, they were very much united. After
Tielman's presidency, the HV'S limited but elear and relevant identity again became diffuse. The continuing search for a new mission became even more difficult (although in same sen se it may have become casier, bccause it had become
almost impossible to deny its necessity) when in 1994, for the first time since
1918, the Netherlands got a government coalition that comprised not a single
Christian party, and which adopted more liberal policies on euthanasia, prostitution, shop opening houfs, and marriage and adoption by homosexuals
(Trappenburg 2001). Many Dutch people saw this as confirmation that there
was na further oeed for ao uv after thc successful emancipation struggle.
Two recurrent themes in debates on thc humanism of the HV have been thc relationship with Christianity. and non-theistic but religious humanisffi. These debates were emphatically not thc same. In 1946 the HV decided that humanism is
a worldview:
"that, without presupposing thc existence of a personal deity. is based on respect for
the human being as a special part of the cosmie whoie, as a bearer of a sense of nOfrns
that cannol be changed at will, and as a (reater of and partaker in spiritual values"
(Banger 1956: 12: translation by P.D.).

In 1955, the relevant part of this declaration
changed into:

of the humanist

principle was

"The humanist life stance is characterized by the attempt to understand life and world
by using human faculties and without starting from a special rcvclation" (Flokstra &
Wieling 1986: 197-198; translation by P.D.).

In 1973, this was finally changed into:
"Humanism is thc life stance which tries to understand life and world with human fa.
culties only. The faculty to judge and discriminate is deemed essential for a human
being, and nobody or nothing outside of himself can be made responsible for this"
(Flokstra & Wieling t986: 197-198).

These words were phrascd very carefully to make sure they did not exclude pantheists and very liberal Christians. Befare 1965 the I-IV waged many publie battles
against Christian attempts at repression. In spite of the careful wording of its
principles, the Dutch hurnan;sme in this peri ad acqllircd an association with
atheism, and Hv-membership came to reAeet this. After 1965, the mlltual opposition of non-theistic hllmanism and a large part of Dutch Christianity weakened. The difference in worldview between many traditional Christians and
many non-theistic humanists has remaincd obvious. It is also truc, howevcr, that
it tums out to be very hard to pin down precisely the difference between many
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enlightened Christians and many broad-minded non-theistic humanists. As
earlyas 1961, the famous Roman Catholic theologian Edward Schillebeeckx argued that the humanism of the uv as formulatcd in 1955 is a necessary prerequisite for any truly Christian belief. If Christians do not accept such humanist tenels as the ultimate personal responsibility for anc's own life and decisions, they
cannot really understand their own faith, and Christianity becomes superstition.
But at the same time, Sehillebeeekx wrote, Christians cannot accept humanism
without God as offering a satisfactory and conclusive answcr 10 questions about
the meaning oflife (Schillebecckx 1961: 88). The beliefs ofDutch Christians and
humanists have continued 10 change. More and more Dutch Christians wholeheartedly have accepted Enlightenment-inspired
humanist principles, and more
and more humanists have come to feel that the fight against Christianity and the
churehes is na langer a priority. In alliance with liberal and socially oriented
Christians, these humanists would rather fight important social wrongs. Recent
presidents of the HV (Jan Glastra van Loon, Marian Verkerk, and Licsbeth
!vlulder, but not Paul Cliteur) have often expressed this re-orientation. Durillg
the 1990s the HY'Swavering poliey in this respect has stood in the way of a elear
identity and public image.
Right from the start the discussion about religious but non-theistie humanism
has divided members of the HV. The issue came down to the differencc betweell
humanists who feIt their sensc of unity with the cos mos was essential and humanists who did not undcrstand this. The issue was relatcd to different views of
the relationship bet ween reason and emotion and of the importance of rituals.
Piet Schut, a member of thc national board of the HV from 1946 to 1955, forcefully defended religious humanism on many occasions. Gther religious hu manists in th is sense were Han Sie Dhiall Ho alld J.P. van Praag. Van Praag played
down his own religious humanism because ofhis strategie view ofthe role ofthe
HYand his presidency, but he has always defended the legitimacy of non-theistic
religious humanism within the HY.
Comparing the humanism of the Humanistisch Verboud with the humanism of
De Dageraad, one might say that the main differcnce is that the Hv-with Jaap
van Praag at the ccnter-always
feit th at it rcpresented a large part, and possibly
the majority, of Dutch society. The HV always wanted to be integrated into normal Dutch society, whereas De Dageraad and De Vrije Gedachte were always
kicking against other groups and the culture they assumed to be dominant.9
Apart from its important role as the most visible de fender and representative of
humanism in Dutch society, the HV has tried to set up a structure for practical
work to educate, guide and help the non-Christian part of the Dutch population.
The successes in the strugglc against nihilism were mainly to be found in this
"practical humanism". This practical work was thought at the outset to consist
of thc formulation, claboration and convincing presentation of a coherent humanist worldview by humanist leaders for the non-Christian mass in genera!.
Later, from 1950, this work developed into the humanist counseling (geestelijke
verzorging) of non-religious individuals in di stress, and into humanist moml and
spiritual cducation (geestelijke vormillg) for small groups as weil as in school settings.lO Chapter 6 on humanist counseling deals with this in more detail.
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For the training ofthe counselors (there were about 125 in 1960, mostly unpaid
volunteers) the HV published written male rial, organized conferences and
started a crash course. In 1963 it was decided to continue this course in a permanent training center for humanist counselors and educators, the HummlistÎsch
Opleidhlgs Instituut (HOI, «Humanist Training Institute"). Prom 1989 this institule was state-financed as an accreditcd university in the same way as the Roman
Catholic and Protestant theological universities. Among ather things, this meaot
that a research task was added 10 the institute's mission. The name was changed
to Universiteit voor Humanistiek (UvH, "University for Humanistics"). More information on the university and an interesting part of its curriculum can be
found in chapter 9.
Last but not least, since the 1960s many primary schools have allowed the HV to
offer humanist moral and spiritual education (hUmatlistisc11 vormiflgsoflderwijs,
HVO) in the c1assroom, as an alternative to religious education by a Christian
minister or priest, according to pupil or paren tal preference. In 2000 HVO was
offered to 35,000 pupiIs in 2500 schools. In 1980, the HV started a new foundation that is now calied Pedagogisch Studiecetltnwi
Hlmlatlistisc11 Vorm;'lgs
Ofldenvijs, to train the Hvo-educators.
Many Dutch citizens have come into contact with the HV through its practical
activities. And even if they did not knowor understand what elsc the HV was doing, they remained sympathetic to it because of this practical humanism.

Humanitas
Another important humanist organization is Humanitas, founded on May 31,
1945, immediately after the German occupying farces withdrew from the Netherlands. It was originally called thc "Foundation for social services on a humanist basis", but soon the name Humanitas, which was the title ofits magazine, was
universally used. In 1948 Humanitas became a mcmbcr-based organization. The
founders had three goals. Firstly, Illlman dignity had to be resto red after Worid
\Var 11. Secondly, a change was deemed necessary in the way sodal serviees were
rendered to people: they must he approached as human beings with dignity,
and not in the pre-war tradition of paternalistic Christian charity and poor-rclief. Joris in't Veld, president ofHumanitas from 1945 to 1963, and Dutch Secretary of Reconstruction and Housing from 1948 to 1951, expressed it as follows:
"Truc aid is only otTcrcd by someonc who regards the person in necd as a fellow human being, and who is prepared to stand by him. Not aid otTered condescendingly,
but aid bom of a sensc of solidarity, of rcsponsibility, also for the destiny of the fellowman in distress." (quotation from 1953 in Zwierstra 1995: 11; translation by P.D.).

Thirdly, churches gave aid to their members tirst and to other peopJe later.
Humanitas was founded by individuals active in the sodal democratie, largely
non-Christian labor movement who wanted an alternative to the aid traditionally given by the Christian parishes. Humanitas aimed to promote social services
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"among all groups of the population, especially also those groups that do not belang to a church" (Zwierstra 1995: 18; translation by P.D.).
The founders of Humanitas and the HV did not knowaf each ot he r's plans, and
when they did it was toa late. Sooo after bath organizations had been founded
thcir boards made several attempts 10 achieve a mcrger aod close cooperation.
Van Praag and In 't Veld were ver)' much united in th is. All these attempts failed,
howcver, because the rank aod file of Humanitas voted against it. An important
reason for the failure was that the HV was perccived as extremely atheist, while
Humanitas included a significant number ofliberal Protestants. Another reason
was that the HV, certainly after 1947, did not like HumanÎtas's tendency 10 identify humanism with socialisl11. In theory Humanitas, like the HV, was politically
neut ral, and Humanitas took geeat pains to create a neutra) impression. In fact,
however. it was very much a soda! democratie organization,like the HV but even
more so. Another possib!e reason for the failure of the merger was, th at in June
1946, In 't Veld proposed th at Humanitas would become a special subordinate
organization providing practical social services on a humanist basis, and the HV
would become the general humanist organization responsible for the further development of this humanist basis (Zwierstra 1995: 26). Many members of
Humanitas could not stomach this. Organizations have their own dynamics, and
the members of Humanitas could not accept the idea that Humanitas was to be a
"daughter" ofthe HV. The trivia! fact that Humanitas was founded a little earlier
than the HV also became important in this context. A final reason for the failure
was the ambiguous feelings of many Humanitas-memhers about the "humanist
basis" of the soCÎa! services Humanitas was offering. Many memhers of
Humanitas thought the humanist basis should be interpreted in the sen se of
"universally human", and therefore, they thought, worldviews did not matter.
Moreover, according to its constitution. Humanitas was meant to help and support all needy peopJe, not just humanists or members of the HV.
In 1955, an organizationaJ conunittee proposed to strengt hen and clarify the humanist basis of Humanitas and again to link Humanitas to the HV. This lcd to a
fierce discussion that lasted until 1959. The Rotterdam branch proposed deleting
the humanist basis from the statutes. For the social services rendered by
1'1 umanitas, it did not matter whether the solidarity with other people sprang
from a religious belief or a humanist worldview. Social work based on a
worldview was out of datc. Î\10dern sodal work was based on sdentific knowIedge. Most ofthc professionals employed by Humanitas welcomed the proposal
from Rotterdam. The)' had been employed without being asked for their humanist crcdcntials and if humanism played a role in their work, it was only implicitIy. In 't Veld argued that thc Dutch governmcnt would give money to
Humanitas only if it was an organization with a humanist identity. The Department of Sodal Affairs, headed by a Roman Catholic secretary, did not subsidize
ncutral private organizations at this time, and strongly supportcd organizations
on a worldview basis. Finally, the 1959 congress of Humanitas unanimously decided to strike the phrasc "on a humanist basis" out of the official name of thc
organization, but at the same time to c1arify thc humanist principle in article 2 of
its statutory regulations. The ma in e1cments in this augmented article were a
non-dogmatic approach, a focus on people who arc not a member of a church,
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adherence to thc "general humanist" principle of respect for thc human person
and 10 its corollaries of self-deterrnination and self-development of each human
being, constrained by the interests of society. The 1959 decision did not really
bring thc discussion to aD end. Thc debate on thc humanist basis of thc activities
of Humanitas has continued 10 flare up regularly.
It is impossible to provide a satisfactory description of thc development of thc
work executed by thc voluntcers and professionals of Humanitas in th is chapter.
Thc matter is complicated, especially in view of constantly changing government
policy and thc neccssity for Humanitas 10 respond to it. Broadly speaking, it cao
be said th at untiJ 1955 Humanitas worked mainly with volunteers and a few paid
professionals. From 1955 to the beginning of the 1970s, the number of salaried
professionals increased spectacularly, as a result of rising government subsidies.
In 1955 HlImanitas employed a little more than one hllndred professionals, and
in 1970 their number had grown to 1732, ofwhich 1459 worked as home-helpers. In the same period, membership of Humanitas increased from 10,000 to
35,000. In 1970 the government started to force the many private organizations
rendering sodal services into mergers to become large professional institutions.
Compared with the Christian organizations, Humanitas was very small and the
influence of Humanitas in this work diminished considerably, to the extent that
it almost disappeared. The private organizations for sodal work based on a
worldview, including Humanitas, started to concentrate on community development, whieh was defined by the government as the activation of worldview
groups to the field of welfare improvement. Humanitas did not like the separation of sodal serviees and commllnity development, and the fact that community development had to be based on a worldview re-ignited thc debate on the
organization's humanist basis. The champions of community development
based on a humanist worldview, led by the president and former Hv-board
member Stempels. won the debate within Humanitas on how to respond to the
new government poliey. HlImanitas started community development in the sectors it was familiar with, e.g. after-care of prisoners and welfare work for older
people. The focus on volunteers was re-established because of the government's
rcfusal to finance professional community developmcnt workers, except for the
training and support of volunteers. The relationship between volunteers and
professionals has been a complicated problem for Humanitas throllghout its history.
After 1980, Humanitas slid into a long crisis. It started ncw sodal services, but
mcmbership decreased rapidly from 37,000 in 1973 to 27,000 in 1984, and the
decline continued. Members were also aging. The organizational structure was
lInwieldy, and financial problems arose. In 1987 the provindal government of
Friesland stopped subsidizing Humanitas's work in community development.
The alarm bell started ringing. A period of reconsideration and reorganization
followed. culminating in an extraordinary general meeting in March 1994. The
decisions taken in this meeting enabled a relieved Humanitas to make a new
start.
In the meantime. Humanitas has developed into an organization that provides
soda I services in the context of community development, and supports community development by providing social services. Humanitas organizcs projccts and
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activities that empower people in socially excluded or marginal positions 10 rcbuild sodal networks anci to regain their plaee as full mcmbers of society,
through their own strengths and capabilities and with thc right to shape their
own Jives to their own liking. Same examples of these projects and activities:
summer camps for thc childrcn of families who cannot afford to go on holidays;
a buddy-project and friendship-circles for people wilh amental disability; projects for unemployed peopJe to help them regain sclf-respect; projects and assista nee for thc homeless; and many projects for migrants and refugees to assist
them in integrating into Dutch society. Thc ",ork of Humanitas is cafried out by
approximatcly 10,000 volunteers in five districts and eighty local branches. The
volunteers are coordinated, trained and supportcd by about two hundred paid
professionals. Hlimanitas now has approximatcly 15,000 financially contributing
members.
In the course of its history, Humanitas has started a number of separate foundations that have become very important in their own right. Two examples are thc
organization for aid to underprivileged
children (Stichting Kinderopvang
H,mumitas), now with 1400 paid workers, and the organization in Rotterdam
for aid er people's care and housing (Stichting HUl1JanitasRotterdam), now with
1750 paid staff members and 800 volunteers.' I
Compared with the HV, Humanitas represents a very practical type of humanism, which anc might call moral or political, and which even has an aversion to
ideological debate and abstract worldviews. The motto of Humanitas is: "Do
what you have to do!" The implicit nature of the humanism of Humanitas and
the pragmatic attitude of many of its members and professionals have ensurcd
that this humanism has never been secure. However, the humanist basis of the
work of Humanitas has remained constant over time, in spite of several attempts
from the insidc to get rid of it.12

Hivos and Other Humanist

Organizations

Hivos

In January 1968 the Hummlistisch Verbond and the Weczenkas ("Orphans
Fund") founded H1VOS (Humanistisch Instituut voor Ontwikkelitlgssamenwerkillg,
"Humanist
Institute for Devclopment Cooperation").13 Same time later,
Humanitas joined as the third founding organization. A decisive role was played
by L.1. de \-Vinter, who had for a considerable time been the succcssful director
of thc life insurance company Aurora, which was owned by the ~Veezenkas. De
Winter made two million Dlitch guilders available to the ~Vcezellkasfor the purpose offounding H'VOS (Hoekman & Houkcs 1998)_
Hivos (its name is spelled with only one capital nowadays) supports organizations in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Southcast Europe. These organizations
arc active in thc six poliey fields chosen by Hivos: economy and credit facilities;
culture and thc arts; wamen and dcve1opment; environment and sustainable development; human rights and aids; information and communieation technology
('CT).
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Since 1978, Hivos has been spending far more money than in its first decade, because of the decision in that year by the Secretary for Devclopment Cooperation,
Jan Pronk, to admÏt Hivos 10 the Dutch co-financing program, in which a Iimited number of non-governmental organizations (NGO'S) receive lax money to
spend on development goals. The Dutch Department for Development Cooperation delegates in th is way 10% of its developmcnt effort. Of this 10%, Hivos rcceived 15% in 2000, which amounted to all1105t sixty million euros. The Hivos'
head office is in The Hague. There are regional offices in Zimbabwe (Harare),
Costa Rica (San José) and India (Bangalore). As an active member of Dutch and
European networks (including Alliance 2015, Eurostep, and the South-North
Federation), Hivos lobbies for a foreign policy that gives considcration to the interests of developing countries.
Before 1978, the main co-financing NGO'S were a Roman Catholic organization.
now called Cordaid. a Protestant organization. ICCD. and a nominally neutral organization: Novib. One of the main reasons for the foundation of Hivos in 1968
was the refusal by Novib to commit itself to a non-Christian ideology and foCUS.14 Novib continued to spend most of its money through explicitly Christian
channels, augmenting the funding from Roman Catholic aod Protestant co-financing organizations. The policy of Hivos is based on humanist principles such
as personal responsibility for one's actions. the right of individuals to self-determination. and the advocacy of a pluralist and tolerant society. Hivos assumes
that poverty is a consequence of unequal opportunities and an unfair distribution ofknawledge. power. product ion and income-on
agiobal scale and within
national states. ft feels that the world can become a sustainable and fair place to
live only if more people have access to the resources and the decision-making
processes that determine their future. Hivos wants to increase opportunities for
people in developing countries and givc them greater scope to develop themselves. NGOS in developing countries play a key role in th is. The humanist develapment organization supports NGOS that support groups of citizens who defend
their own interests and who fight for human rights and a better democracy. thus
helping to shape an active and resilient society. These ideas certainly can be
linked to humanist values and principles, but they arc not exclusive to Hivos.
Novib. Cordaid and ICCO nowadays subscribe to similar ideas and there is a fair
amount of cooperation between Hivos and these organizations.
Though Hivos has not known the same number and intensity of confliets about
its humanist basis as Humanitas. one may say that there is a certain similarity in
the humanist character of these organizations. Both are explicitly humanist. but
the practical nature of their goals makes them both rather unwilling to spend
much time debating and formulating their humanism. It is also clear that for
Humanitas and Hivos, humanism is primarily a moral and political movement.15
Other Humanist Organizations
So far we have met the following explicitly humanist organizations:
DageraadlVrije Gedachte;
Weezenkas;
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Humanitas;
Stichting Kinderopvang Humanitas;
Stichting Humanitas Rotterdam;
Humanistisch Verbond;
Hivos;
Universiteit voor Humanistiek;
Pedagogisch Studiecentrum Humanistisch Vormings Onderwijs.
There have been aoci are many more. I will mention a selection of thc others:
Socrates (a humanist foundation that establishes aoci maintains extraordinary
professorships at state universities);
Steunfonds Humanisme ("Support Fund for Humanism", a fund-raising Ofganization);
Humanistische Omroep Stichting ("Humanist Broadcasting Foundation");
Humanistisch Overleg Mensenrechten ("Humanist Committee on Human
Rights");
Humanistisch Vredesberaad ("Humanist Peace Council");
Humanistisch Archief;
Humanist Media Support (provider of internet services and media products;
website: http://www.human.nll).
Two remarks have to he made on th is proliferation of humanist organizations.
Firstly, these organizations are very much rclated to one another. As we saw,
Hivos was founded by the \Veezenkas, Humanistisch Verbond and Humanitas.
This pattern, in all kinds of variations, is not unusual. Secondly, what is the explanation for this large number of humanist organizations? Part of the explanation must be found in the pluralist character of Dutch society and the specific
way in which th is pluralism has been organized since 1860. Sociologists and historians have often referred to this dynamic phenomenon of segregation by the
word "pillarization" (verzlli/hJg or verzui/dheid in Dutch). In essence it means
that society is divided into "pillars": a Protestant, a Roman Catholic, a socialist
and perhaps a rather diffuse and underdeveloped liberal or neotral. The leaders
of each piUar had the task of reaching agreement with the leaders of other piUars
on issues of comnlOn concern or national interest.16 This pillarized system,
strongly present during the period 1917-1965, was connected with a specific Înterpretation of the constitutional separation of church and state. In the Netherlands, this separation does not prevent the government spending tax money on
the facilities and activities of churches and similar institutions. \Vhat it does
mean is that the government may only provide money to worldview organizations if it trcats all of them in a just and proportionally equal way. This arrangement has had important effects for the humanist movement. \Vhen in 1946 the
HV started its campaign for the equal treatment of at heist and agnost ic Dutch
citizens, it was able to use the constitution as a lever to acquire government
funds for all kinds of humanist activÎties. Because, for example, the government
gave money to a Protestant and Roman Catholic devclopment organization, it
could almost be forced by law to give money to a humanist development organization, too. And sa on. The ma in trouble for the humanist organizations in this
respect was to he recognized as being different from the churches, but at the
same time being broadly similar. Eventually the uv was very successful in th is.
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The large number of professionals Humanitas was able to enlist in the 19605
were al50 thc result of the pillar-system. It is doubly ironie that the humanist organizations have benefited so much from this pillar-system. They actually started
to benefit at a time when the system began to fall apart. And ideologically speaking, humanists do not really like and never have liked the system of pillars. The
humanist worldview prefers individuals 10 make up their own minds and 10 dccide for themselves what ather people they want 10 associate with. Thc
"pillarization" (verzuildJzeid)
cao beo and was, regarded as a system that imprisons people within the confines of the group "they belang to". The genera!
"depillarization" (olltzuil;Hg) th at started in 1965 was a process, then, that increased the freedom of thc individu al, which was regarded by most humanists as
a boon. But the same process destroyed the financial system th at was 50 beneficiailo humanist organizations.
The financial problems of some humanist organizations have contributed to the
success of recent attempts to create a stronger institutional cooperation within
the humanist movement. The Humanistisch Kemliscefltrwn ("Humanist Knowledge Center") was founded eady in 2000, and was instrumental in the merger of
the two scha lady humanist journals Rekenschap and the Tijdschrift voor Praktische Humanistiek. They were replaced by the Tijdschrift voor Hummlistiek-jollrflal for Humanistics. At the end of 2001, ten humanist organizations-among
them the Humanistisch Verbond, Humanitas, Hivos, the University for Humanistics and De Vrije Gedachte-decided
to farm a Humanistische Alliatltie ("Humanist Alliance"). This loosely structllred alliance aims at closer cooperation of
the humanist organizations in the Netherlands. The aim is to bring about a
c1earer and more publicly visible identity of the humanist movement, starting
from the many successful practical activities of the humanist organizations and
emphasizing the affinities between them.

The Changing

Meaning

of "Humanism"

Recalling the nineteenth-century
meanings of the Dutch word humanisme, we
can say that the pedagogieal meaning has practically disappeared in the Netherlands. lt certainly doesn't play a substantial role in the humanism of the organizations caUing themselves humanistisch, including that of the Pedagogieal Study
Center for Humanist Moral and Spiritual Education.
It would be areasonabie guess that Erasmus of Rotterdam alo ne would succeed
in keeping the Renaissance meaning of the \vord in the air. Renaissance hu manism is a historical phenomenon. studied by a large international commllnity of
scholars who generally try to do so independently of humanism as a worldview
or a moral and political effort. New Dutch translations of the writings not only
of Erasmus but also of Petrarch, Thomas More, Rabelais, and Montaignc continue to be published. There is no doubt th at Renaissance humanism continues
to inspire today's Dutch humanists. The question is rather: how exactly? Many
Dutch humanist intellect ua Is admiringly refer to Renaissance humanists, but
they do sa in different ways. The Renaissance humanists are uscd to bolster up
present-day interpretations of humanism as a worldview and as a moral com-
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mitl11cnt. Fons Elders uscs the work of Renaissance thinkers such as Giovanni
Pico della Mirandola 10 promote a humanist worldview thai bridges the gap between nature and culture, between cosmology aod anthropology, a gap which he
criticizes in the humanism of J.P. van Praag (Elders 1996). \Vim van Dooeen interprets the Aristotelian philosopher Pietro Pomponazzi, Christian in name but
hardly in position, as a forerunner of the nineteenth.century
frecthinkers aod
atheists. More 50 than Elders, Van Doorcn realizes thaI not all Renaissance
thinkers ean be ealled Renaissance humanists (Van Dooren 1991; Nauert 1995:
59-68). Harry Kunneman refees 10 Montaigne's humanism to show that giving
attention ta badies, to local and historica 1contexts, and to differences bet ween
people is part of the humanist tradition. Therefore, according to him, there is no
necessary contradiction between humanism and postmodernism (Kunneman
1993: 68).
The moral or political meaning of humanism is c1early alive in the humanist organizations of the Netherlands. Humanistisch Verbond, Humanitas, Hivos, and
all the others regularly use h-words to express their humanitarian strivings and
their activities aimed at a more humane society. The worldview meaning of humanism also has remained very much present in Dutch humanism, sometimes
in the militantly atheist version (as in Paui Cliteur's newspaper columns), but
more often in an open variety. In this context it is important to be aware of recent changes in Dutch society and in the way worldviews are conceptualized and
studied. lalready mentioned the fact that Dutch society is na langer Christian. It
is now an intercultural and multicultural society in which only 37% of its citizens arc members of a Christian church or regard themselves as Muslim (Becker
& De Wit 2000: 73). But there is more: in 1999, 45 to 60% of the church members went to church only a few times a year, if at all. Between 1979 and 1995,
men and wamen who were a member of a Christian church but did not sub.
scribe to the central tenets of the Christian belief. increased in number. Since
1985 the group of non-believing church members has become even larger than
the group of traditional Christian believers in the churches.17 We might be
evolving towards a situation in which the large churches have disappeared. lcaving a large number of smaller churches with a more conscious, convinccd and
"orthodox" membership. And what do Dutch people believe who are not a
member ofa Christian church and not a Muslim? Fewer than 10% ofthem have
traditional Christian beliefs. The ot hers have (implicit) beliefs aboot freedom,
detcrminism and chance. about the malleability and manageability of human Iife
and society, about the (possibility and methods 00 justification of moral positions and claims to truth, about what is important in life, about purposes and
values, about retaining one's self-respect and personal identity (Baumeister
1991; Elders 1999). They are no nihilists. They want to decide for themselves
wh at to believe in. They are mcmbers of all kinds of organizations, but in most
cases these are not organizations that provide them with an all-encompassing
worldview. Onc might say that thcy all have a "meaning
frame"
(zingel'Îllgskadcr), but only some have a "worldview" (lel'cllsbeschouwiflg). A
meaning frame is a set of cxpericnccs, principles. values and views that makes a
pcrson feel that her or his life is meaningful. This set may be largdy implicit and
only have a limited cohercnce, but it is there and it works. A worldview is a
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meaning frame that is more consciolls, more explicit, and has been improved in
terms of internal consistency and external relevanee (Hijmans 1994). Of thc
non-churchgoing Dutch, the ovenvhclming majority, about half the total population, has a non-Christian meaning frame, but it is very hard to pin down precisely what it means, often also for these peopJe themselves. Meaning frames and
worldviews can be highly personal, but even lhen they can also be shared by
maay, 10 a certain extent. Most Dutch peopJe have meaning frames that have a
lot of common characteristics, not because they adhere 10 thc same worldvieworganization, but because they have livcd through thc same sodal changes. Research has shown, for insta nee, that since 1979 thc Dutch in general have (ome
to think less of traditional family ties and lhe traditional division of labor between men and wamen. Thcy now think more important issues are: their own
career; freedom to enjoy life; freedom of speech and expression; and individual
freedolll in matters of life and death (e.g. abortion and euthanasia) (Felling, Peters & Scheepers 2000).
Because they have a better understanding of the way in which people nowadays
give meanings to their Jives (and did sa in the past?), and because they are aware
of the prime value of individual freedom in present-day Dutch society. many
Dutch humanists arc on the alert when talking about humanism as a worldview.
A humanist worldview is not somcthing to be handcd down the generations as a
complete and finishcd, collectively celebrated package. It is more a task than a
traditional result. Many Dutch humanists realize that they "have", or rather
"livc", a largely implicit meaning frame, and that it is hard work to create and
express a coherent worldview of their own. From these empirical and conceptual
considerations, we arc in a position to rcformulate J.P. van Praag's fight against
nihilism. He thought it very important to a vital society for most people to develop their largely implicit meaning frames into more conscious worldviews, and
to share and discuss them with others.
One of the more important and interesting debates in Dutch humanism at the
beginning of the twenty-first century is about the status and content of humanism as a meaning frame and a worldview, and its precise relation to humanism
as a moral and political effort towards a more humane society. In the organizations joining forces in the Humanist Alliance. the humanitarian meaning of humanism and the worldview meaning will have to find a common understanding
in same way.

4 Humanist Historiography of Dutch
Organized Humanism
Amanda Kluveld
"The image ofhumanism in past and present is
not in the least c1ear and defined"
Jaap van Praag (Van Praag 1956: 219)

\Vriting the history of ao individuallifc, one's organization. or one's natian. is
part of constructing and interpreting one's identity. This is why, to coneur with
historian Simon Scha ma, it is amistake 10 think of history as nothing more than
a story about the past. Thc historian, wh ether professional or amateur, is
touched by his time, contemporaries, and history. These aspects of his life form
the context for a powerful influence on his vision of the past. Thc story he writes
about the past C3nI10t be secn as a record of the past, but only as an interpretation of it. Sometimes the history he writes tells even more about the present than
about times gone by.
All this was pointed out in The [Ilvemioll of Traditioll, the well.known study by
Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger which was devoted largely to all kinds of
national history (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1983). But inventing traditions with the
aim of presenting a vision on the present is not unique to national histories. ft
also happens in all manner ofbooks and articics written to commemorate a certain event or to celebrate all important anniversary of an organization. This specHic genre of historiography aften serves to teIl something about the present
identity of the organization concerncd, and thcrcforc about its sclf-image. The
Dutch historian Jas Perry clearly pointcd all th is out in his study on th is genre of
historiography, for which he chose the appropriate title: \Ve commemorate, therefore we are (Perry 1999).
A link between historiography, commemoration, identity, and self-image is also
made by those who have written or are writing the history of organized humanism in the Netherlands. A study of the historiography of Dutch organized humanism reveals the parts of this history that have been emphasized or neglected.
One can try to find out why the story about the past is told in this specific way,
and to determine what self.image is hidden beneath the surface. One can also
write a history of th is self-image by comparing the different ways in which the
history of Dutch organized humanism has been approach cd over the years.
Writing the history of a historiography leads in this way to a history of the self.
image and identity of humanism in the Netherlands. This self-image is relevant
today. Partly because it has contributed to the identity of Dutch humanist organizations as they exist today, and partly because it contributes to a historiography of humanism in the Netherlands that, rather than being statie, is dynamic
and open for reflection and dialogue. In this chapter • I wiII make a start with
this kind of historiography to learn more about the self.image and identity of
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Dutch organized humanism, and abollt the wIe writings about thc past have
played and arc playing in constructing. developing, and maintaining all Ihis.

The Epic Approach
Personal memories and lcxts written for the occasion of a commemoration or
anniversary by or on behalf of what could be referred 10 as the founding fathers,
are often thc first studies on the history of an organization or movement. 10spired by thc historiography of the Dutch occupation and resistance during
\Vorld \Var II, which distinguishes several phases and approaches in commemorating important events, we refee 10 stlch studies as "epic".
Same examples of thc cpic approach 10 thc historiography of Dutch organized
humanism cao be found in the jubilee edition of Reke11schap. a humanist magazine devoted to historical and philosophical reflections on humanism. A typical
article is the one entitled Bouwstenen tot de geschiedenis van /zet Humanistisch
Verbolld (Building B1acks far the Histary of the Dutch Humanist Associatian)
written by the Dutch humanist H. Banger (Banger 1956). At first glance,
Bonger's contribution seems to be a detailed chronicIe of the first ten years of
the Dutch Humanist Association. There are descriptions of important meetings
as weil as the members present. But writing a chronicIe was not Bonger's first
concern. A cIoser look at his contribution shows that the author wwte his study
to define the task for future historians who one day, he assumed. would want to
write the history of the Dutch Humanist Association. At least, Bonger's contribution contains explicit instructions for these future chronicIers:
"A chronicIe of events is always <.1 dry enumeration of externai facts. Capturing these
facts, however, is an essential activity because it provides the material that can be uscd
for the future historian. This historian can and will try 10 give an idea of the past. This
image is exlernal and subjective as weil, because no one knows how it really was. This
subjectivity results, among other things, from the fact that the historian neither knows
the circumstances in and through which facts co me about, nor the emotions that accompanied them." (Banger 1956; translation by A.K.).

According to Bonger, neither a positivistic approach to the past nor a more hermeneutic historiography are possible. However, the author does argue for historiography written with empathy. In his historical narrative, Bonger points out
the direction for the fut ure historian. He does this by dividing the history of
Dutch organized humanism into a prehistory (the history of humanism before
the foundation of thc Dutch Humanist Association) and contemporary history
(the history of the Dutch Humanist Association). His historical narrative ends
with the statement that Dutch organized humanists still have to strivc to the utmost to achieve the goal he thinks is most important: to be taken seriotlsly by
members of parliament. Bonger repeats his statement with explicit advice to the
future historian:
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"May thc chroniclcr of taday advise thc historian of the futme. Whcn he writes thc
history of the first ten yraTs [of the Duteh Humanist AssociationJ he should reckon
\vith thc \Vork of fOUT persons: J.P. van Praag, the inspirer, F. van den Berkhof, the organizer, J. Brandt Corstius, the imaginer, CH. Schonk, thc rdiever of distress" (Bonger 1956: 67; translation by A.K.).

Thc inspirer. the organizer. the imagillcr. and the reliever of distress. ft almost
looks like a list of the founders of the boarding school for sorcerers described in
J.K. Rowling's Harey Potter hooks which are now 50 popular. Bonger's chronicIe
evokes all even more archaic image. namcly that of the patriarchs. Anyway.
Bonger's advice to the future historian seems to be a spur for an epic historical
narrative, an epic histuriography inspircd more by biblical tradition than Greek
mythology. This seems to be confirmed by une final piece of advicc by Bonger to
future historians. They should be aware that the founders of the Dutch Humanist Association were stunned and irritated by the fact that their opponents in
Dutch society seemed to be unable to feel the importance of ethicallaw, which,
according to Bonger, was $0 adequately described in Matthew 7: 12.
This direct refercnce to a Christian text shows the archaic tendency of Bonger's
chronicIe. This must have given little satisfaction to the anti-clerical and sometimes fanatically anti-religious humanists of the time. The reference to the Bible
indicated that the humanists lacked a tradition of ,heir own that they could be
proud of and appeal t~. It is therefore hardly surprising that the epic approach in
the historiography of Dutch organized humanism-for
which Bonger's chronicIe is exemplary-was
followed by a ph ase that can be described as a search for
humanist forerunners. The prehistory of the Dutch Humanist Association. as
Bonger ealled it, had to be transformed inta a venerabic and glorious past, a tradition based on other than biblieal words and thoughts. The existenee of Dutch
organized humanism had to be made legitimate by this tradition and had to be
presented as a logical development of the history of ideas.

The Search for Forerunners

and Tradition

The approach in historiography of finding forerunners and a glorious tradition
for Dutch humanism partly cmanated from thc epic approach and partly ran
parallel with it. In 1961, five years after the jubilee edition of Rekenschap. a ncw
study on humanism was published, entitled Modem fliet-godsdicllstig humanisme
(Modern non-religious humanism) (Engelen 1961). This study contained articles by vario us authors, written with the aim of bridging the gap between humanism and Christianity. Both humanism and Christianity should understand
each other better, and the book was wriHen to provide a dialogue between them,
the editor claimcd. Although Modem niet-godsdietlStig humanisme is not a historiography, references to the history of humanism are by no means absent. In
fact, these references play an important rule in the studies of the different authors. They werc needed to present modern humanism as a more or less consistent worldview and as a powerful and important movement rooted in cultural
history and the hislory of philosophy. This was no easy task. W. Banning, for ex-
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ample, not a humanist himsclfbut a modernist protestant thinker (and therefore
very much interested in new movements with a focus on thc human being and
not on thc church as an institution), tried 10 audine what he callcd the background of the Dutch humanisffi. Thc problem with th is aim is, or 50 the author
tells us, the impossibility of referring 10 Dutch humanism. One ca nno! speak of
a typical farm of humanism that arose only from typica! Dutch thoughts and
philosophics and was grown ooly in thc SDi! of Dutch culture. the author states.
Dutch humanism arose from orientations on classic thinkers, from philosoph ers. literature, and art in haly, France, England. and Germany. Humanism developed itself from a strong dedication to the study of humanities, and from at
least equally st rong efforts to combine the wisdom and truth of the paideia with
the gospel. When, Banning states, Dutch non-religious humanists considered
Erasmlls and Coornhert as their patron saints, they actually encountered content
that failed to match the description they were looking for. Erasmus and
Coornhert, for example, did not exclude Christian revelation from their
thoughts as the modern non-religious humanist did, or at least tried to do in
some way or other. It is not easy for the modern humanist to Clmncct his view
with these forerunners.
Banning therefore considcrs it important to distinguish the different forms of
humanism that have existed in the Netherlands:
I the Christian humanism of the fifteenth and sixtecnth centt.:.ries, associated
with Erasmus, Hendricus Gcldorpius, Willem Gnafeus, Peter Bloceius, Wessel
Gansfoort and Johannes Anastasius Veluanus. These thinkers are considercd
to be humanist because they are advocates of the humanities;
2 the Libertines, who played an important role during the Dutch Revolt (also
known as The Eighty Year \Var) in thc seventeenth century, as weil as
Spinoza, the first non-Christian humanist;
3 the Rationalist humanism of the eighteenth century, with such exponents as
Justus van Effen, Francois Hemsterhuis, and Jan Derk van der Capellen;
4 the ninetcenth-century modernist theologians and atheists.
The fifth manifestation of Dutch humanism that Banning distinguishes is the
Dutch Humanist Association. Banning states that his contemporarics in the
Dutch Humanist Association tended to see continuity between Dutch hllmanism of the former ages and the humanism of the Dutch Humanist Association.
Banning thinks it is more appropriate to sec this humanism as a break. Never
before was humanism bom of a need to fight nihilism and demoralization such
as resu!ted from World War 11.Never befare had sa many peop!e been alienated
from church and re1igion. Never before was there so much need for humanism
as presented and developed by the Dutch Humanist Association.
Where Banning hesitates to advise humanists to lean on forerunners, the humanist Bonger, who also contributed to Modern niet-godsdienstig humanisme, is
less hesitant to embrace past thinkers as part of his own humanist tradition. He
sees liule difference between humanists of the past and his fellow humanists in
the Dutch Humanist Association. In fact, wh ere Banning is hesitant to reduce
different forms of humanism to a common denominator, Honger chooses to
emphasize the cxistence of continuity in thc history ofhumanism:
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"In this extremely transitory sketch J have tried 10 point out that from antiquity on
theee has been all often interrupted and weak, but nonethcless elear, development of
the human being who develops his talents and transforms himself into aculturat rather than a natural being. In th is way he (reates in himsclf all environment in whieh it
is possible 10 live a life worth living [... j."(Bonger 1961: 29; translation by A.K.).

Six years later, in 1961, the humanist Anton Constandsc outlined a far stronger
bond between humanism and a development towards freedom in history than
had ever been done befoee. In his Geschiedenis van het humanisme in Nederlmui
(History ofhumanism in the Netherlands) he statcd:
"In the history of

OUT

culture, an inereasing endeavor for an intelleetualliberation

re.

vealed itself. This endcavor was opposed to bclieving based on authority, obsolete traditions, and rigid dogma. It was demanded of every line of reasoning that it should
justify itself. This longing for emancipation was humanist ie as long as it based its
judgment on reason, objeetive expericnec, and the need for joy of life." (Constandse
1978: 7; translation by A.K.).

In his Geschiedet,is van het lmmanisme in Nederland, Constandse outlines a long
history of Duteh humanist thinkers from the Middle Ages onward, and the influenee of international philosophers on their thoughts. Among the important
humanists, in his view, were Geert Grote, Erasmus, Descartes, Tyssot de Patat,
Frans Junghuhn, Johannes van Vloten, Multatuli, Busken Huet, Allard Pierson,
and Dome1a Nieuwenhuis. All because they emphasized just what Constandse
considered to be the main features of humanism: freedom of thought, reason
and antidogmatism. At the end of his study, Constandse stated that the Dutch
Humanist Association represented millions of non-religious people in Dutch society. He concluded that the Dutch government supported churches, dergy and
theologians far more than Duteh humanism. And it was this humanism that
Constandse considered to be an important motor for social and cultural deve1op ment in Dutch society.
In Constandse's Geschiedenis van het Humatlisme in Nederland, one ean find a
certain tension between his view of the history of Dutch humanism before the
twentieth century and Dutch organized humanism as it was in his day. This tension can be found in his interpretation of humanism as a movement of elite intellcctual thinkers who, in their own specifie way, gave birth to new impulses for
intelleetual freedom based on reason. Duteh organized humanism in Constandse's time was not really an elite group as, at least according to the historiography,
had been formed by humanists in bygone ages. The Duteh Humanist Association was a social and cu!tural movement that represented a huge and differentiatcd group of non-believers. lt was not exdusively a selected group of prominent
intellectuals operating on their own. Tt therefore was not especially easy to link
the founding fathers, as described by Banger in 1956, directly ta the great thinkers mentioned in this historiography of forerunners. This problem remains unsolved in Constandsc's study.
This is alsa truc far the study that was edited thirteen years later in 1991 by the
humanists Paul Cliteur and \Vim van Dooren. In th is Geschiedenis van het
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humanisme. Hoofdfiguren
lIit de IllWlatlÏstische
traditie (History of humanism.
Leading figures from the humanist tradition) the authors attemptcd to explore
the question of whether humanism can be considered as a rival, a counterpart,
or a completion of religions or ideologics (Cliteur & Van Dooren 1991).
Cliteur and Van Dooren considered a historiography ofhumanism to be important in answering this qucstion. They distinguished how the term "humanism"
has had a different meaning in different ages, and stated that it was therefore
necessary to speak of many humanisms. As we pointed out before. this was a150
the view of the protestant Banning in Modem lliet-godsdicflStig 111unartisme. In
Geschiedenis Vatl het humanisme Cliteur and Van Dooren decidedly chose to differentiate between humanism and Dutch organized humanism. Following
Banning, and to a certain extent Constandse, they defined the first form of humanism as classical humanism that was concerned with paideia, human dignity,
and self-cxpression. or with c1assical and Renaissance philosophy. The secOlld
farm of humanism, which they considered to be contemporary humanism, was
in their opinion an organized non-religious worldview with its roots in the nineteenth century.
This view on contemporary humanism was largely inspired by The 111mumist tradirion of tlle west by the British historian Allan Bullock. in which he defined humanism as a refusal to accept a determinist or reductionist view: an insistence
th at in same measure men and wamen, if thcy do not enjoy complete frcedom,
nonetheless have it in their grasp to make choices in the scholarly tradition of
humanism, relating to Greek classical and Renaissance ideas rather than to humanism in, for example, the humanist organizations (Bullock 1985).
Geschiedenis vml het humanisme. edited by Cliteur and Van Dooren, is an important example of humanist historiography in the Netherlands. It was one of the
studies that eventually led the way to a C<lrefullyconsidered decision to differentiate between forerunners of the humanist tradition in a distant past and a
clearer view on the development of humanist emancipation movements in the
nineteenth century, that was closer both in time and in form to the Dutch organizcd humanism of the twentieth century. All this was based on Bullock's study,
which was neither written by an insider of Dutch organized humanism, nor
based only on commonly known Dutch and German studies on the history of
philosophy. Geschiedellis van het Illlmmlisme can be considered an example of a
historica! narrative desisting from an internal and even defensive historiography.
lts aim was not to legitimate the existence of the Dutch Humanist Association
mainly by including great philosophers (the c1assical "history of ideas") as an
even greater tradition in the history of the organization. It was rather more a
self-conscious view on the existence and importance of Dutch organized humanism after \Vorld \Var 11.
The contribution by Peter Derkx in th is volume (sec chapter 3) is a history written with a similar approach. Derkx is concerned with thc origins of Dutch humanism and with its forcrunners. He attempts to understand how humanism
was described and defined in the past and explains how the word "humanism" is
uscd today. He does not seek to Icgitimate the existence of the movement but offers ways of understanding what we talk about when we refer ta a move ment or
a way of thinking as "humanism in thc Netherlands".
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Today: lhe Slale of lhe Art

Het HllmmJistisch Archief (Humanist Archivc) was founded fivc years after the
publication of Geschiedenis van het humanisme. Thc aim of this archive is to colleet, conserve, and make accessible documents and documentatÎon regarding the
humanist movement in the Netherlands from 1850. Thc Humanist Archive (00siders it an important task 10 colleel material that cDuld play a significant rule in
the dehate on the idcntity of the present-day humanist movement and cDuld
contribute 10 the (reation of a balanccd understanding of the historical, sodal.
and cultural development of the Netherlands. Thc archive con ta ins written and
audiovisual maleria1 on individual humanists and humanist organizations. This
is sllpplemented by interviews (recorded on audiotapc) with important members of thc humanist movcment in the Netherlands.
Wh en we look at these aims and ideals of the Humanist Archivc, we think it is
correct to speak of a ncw approach in humanist historiography. The main characteristics of this approach are thc preservation of the source material on Dutch
humanist movcments, and an emphasis on the history of Dutch humanism in
the ninetcenth and twentieth centuries, set in a broader context of Dutch social,
political. and cultural history. However, it does not mean to put an end to the
scarching for forerunners and tradition. One might better speak of a shift to
more recent history and a search for forerunners and tradition that are c10scr to
present-day Dutch organized humanism in terms of chronology and of membership of the Duteh humanist movement. Related examples are the studies dedicatcd to the ideas, life, and works of Jaap van Praag, Anton Constandse and
Garmt Stuiveling (Derkx & Gasenbeek 1997; Gasenbeek, De Jong & Edelman
1999; Gasenbeek 2000).
In addition to th is shift, there is a broadening of interest in more spccitic aspects
and developments of the Dutch humanist organizations. Thc study Voor
mellselijkheid of tegen godsdieliSt. Humanisme in Nederland 1850-1960 (For humanity or against rcligion. Humanism in thc Netherlands 1850-1960; Oerkx,
Janz, Molenberg & Van Baaien (998), published in 1998, ean be eonsidered to be
the initiator of th is shift. This study, whose editors arc all assistant professors at
the University for Humanistics, is more than a classical history ofideas. Thc authors of the boak start from an important question that arose from thc historiography of Dutch humanism: if Dutch humanism was more than anti-theism,
where did Dutch humanists" sympathies lie? Another important question they
embrace is: what is the relationship between Dutch humanism and polities, and
more specifically socialism? These qucstions are, according to thc authors, an interesting point of departure for retlecting on the meaning of the word "humanism". Is it not better, from now on, to speak of different humanisms, not only as
a way of distinguishing Renaissance humanism from nineteenth~century humanism, but also to do justice to thc variety of humanisms in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries? ft probably is. Voor mellselijkheid of tegen godsdienst provides a st rong impulse to this ncw approach to the history and historiography of
Dutch organized humanism.
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Conclusion:

Idenlity and Sell-Image

The self-image and idenlily of Dutch organized humanism has changed over the
years. These changes look place through, and reside in, hisloriography.
In the epic approach, the humanist self-image and identity were formed by an
emphasis on important men of the first houfs of the Dutch Humanist Associa.
tioo. In a way. this phase was defensive, because at the time the history of Dutch
humanism was written 10 intluence aoci guide future historians. The self-irnage
was one of wise aoci strong pioneers.
In the second approach 10 historiography. humanists attempted 10 emphasize
aoci legitimize their existence by referring 10 a great aod elite intellectual tradilion. The humanist identity was centered around this tradition aoci built mainly
on a classic history of ideas.
In the most recent approach, a more open historiography is stimulated by the
Humanist Archive aoci the University for Humanistics. and by the contacts of
humanist thinkers with the eliles of other (former) pillars of Dutch society in,
for example, the meeting of the Nederlands Gesprekscerttrum (Dutch Center for
Dialogue), without however turning away completely from the second approach.
The self-image is centered on the idea that humanist organizations have a practical orientation and are not only involved in preserving and developing philosophical idcas. The humanist identity in historiography is becoming increasingly
based on the not ion that this identity is changing over the years and is therefore
sometimes vague. The humanist historiography, howevcr. is steadily becoming
self.conscious enough to embrace this dynamic identity.
In our view, all this should eventually lead to a historiography of Dutch humanism and Dutch organized humanism th at focuses on the reaction of humanist
organizations to the issues of their time. Questions and issues that were considered relevant by. for examplc. the Dutch Humanist Associatioll. were part of a
broader public and political debate. One can think of humanist views on peace,
decolonization, emancipation, feminism. dialogue. modernization and secularization. cnvironmental problems, youth culture. multiculturalism, science, poverty and world polities. What views did the humanists have on these subjects?
Did they try to join hands with the reforming organizations and emancipation
movemenls ofthe 1960's and 1970's? Such a historiography of Dutch humanism
will have to be part of broader contemporary historlography and must build on
studies that shed light on the context of social, economic, cultural, and political
history in which the humanist movement of the Netherlands existed and
worked. This will lead to a broader non-humanist and humanist historiography
ofhumanism.

6 Humanist Counseling in the
Netherlands
Douwe van Houten and Jan Hein Mooren

Since World War 11, a special kind of counseling has developed in the Netherlands, humanist counseling. The word "humanist" does not refer here 10 the weil
koown "human potential movernent" in psychologyl, but to humanism, a spreitie Iife stance within the professional category of "spiritual guidance" or "moral
counseling" (Mooren 1998). Humanist counselors work alongside Catholic and
Protestant pastoral counselors in the anned forces, prisons, hospitais. homes for
the elderly, etc. This professional category has recently been joined by Hindu
pundits and Islamic imams. The practiec of humanist counseling is based on and
inspired by humanist principles and values.
The task of humanist counselors is to contribute to the empowering of humanity. In ot her words, to foster human dignity and the quality of Iife of the people
in the institutions concerned. This task takes shape on two levels. On the individuallevel it involves counseling clients who, as a consequence of illness, confinement, or confrontations with acts of war and the like, experience serious
problems and ask questions about themselves and their lives. Humanist counselors focus on the existential dimension of these questions and problems, on the
sense of meaning in life, and on the values th at underlie their clients' experien ces, choices and actions. For many people in the Netherlands, the traditional
religions are na langer the sources they turn to in search of answers to these
questions. For them, the humanist philosophy of life might be an alternative. because of its emphasis on human solidarity and individllal responsibility, its seclilar orientation to understanding the world and existence, and its acknowledgment of the human ability to give meaning to life.
On an institutionallevel, the task of humanist counselors regarding the empowering of hllmanity means that they contribute to the development of a self-retlexive organizational culture, which is characterized by respect for the emotional and moral integrity of employees, by the stimulation of their responsibilities for the common good and for mutual co-operation, and by a profound sensitivity for the moral questions that go with the tasks and goals of the institution
they work for. Humanist counselors are expected to advise on matters that touch
thc humancness of the organization and to intervene when human dignity is
threatened.
In this chapter, we will give a picture of humanist counseling, its content and
methods. 'We will go on to discuss issues of professionalization in counseling:
wh at forms it is taking now and should be taking in the future. To shed light on
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these issues. we will explain the concept of "normative professionalism", which
was developed by the University for Humanistics. But we will start with an oulline of the social and cultueal situation that made the rÎse of humanist counseling possible. followed by a historical synopsis of its development. The chapter
will conc1ude with a summary of the prospeets and dilemmas involved.

Religion and Secularization

in the Netherlands

The religious landscape of the Nctherlands presents a complicated picture. It is
safe 10 say that the Dutch have a tradition of religious toleranee and pluralism.
Religious freedom has been the rule sÎnce Napoleon occupied the Netherlands in
the eady 19th century. The Dutch Reformed Church had been the established
church throughout the two centuries preceding the French Revolution, but even
then, other religious traditions were tolerated. Moreover, the Netherlands has
had a humanist tradition from Erasmus up to thc present timc-possibly
a consequence of the contact with other cultures through international trade.
Thc present situation is charactcrized by a high level of secularization: many
people no longer ad here to a religious belief, and even when they do, they often
no longer belong to a church or attend church services. To understand this development, we must go back to the 19th century. Although in 1815 the Netherlands had become a kingdom, with \VilIiam I as its absolute monarch, liberalism
and civil rights were crucial inlluences on the formulation of a constitution in
1848. And although the social elite consisted mainly of members of the Dutch
Refurmed Church and of libera!s, the Calvinists and Roman Catholics-who
were regarded as second-class citizens at the start of thc 19th century-began
to
organize themselves in political parties and labor unions. In 1853, the Catholic
Church reclaimed its position in the social hierarchy, and the principle of disestablishment of church and state ca me into operation.
Calvinism and Catholicism can therefore be seen as social movements based on
religion. Their striving for emancipation was founded on the principle of equal
rights. These emancipation processes resulted in a typically Dutch solution: the
denominational segregation of society, also called "the segmented society"
(Lijphart 1968), in which society was divided into different religious communitics (pillars2), each with their own institutional arrangements, such as political
parties, labor unions, ncwspapers, hospitais, schools, broadcasting companies,
social work, and housing associations. The social life of citizens was often confined to their own community (denomination). By thc end ofthe 19th century,
two large dcnomination-based
communities had devcloped: Catholic and Reformed/Calvinist. However, a third "pillar" could be identified, consisting of
non-religious groups such as liberals, socialists and humanists, which has been
referrcd to as a neutral community, using public schools, municipal hospitais,
independent ncwspapers and broadcasting companics and thc like. As a consequence, many towns would have three primary and three secondary schools,
three hospitais, thrcc organizations for social work, anci 50 on.
This societal configuration would have been impossible without two principles
that operate in unison. The first is the principle of pacification and non-inter-
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vention. Thc religiolls communitics were sovereign: they cocxisted, but they did
not interfere in each other's domains of intluence. Only thc leaders of these
communities had contact with each at hef; they negotiated matters relating to
thc (omman good and qucstions of thc fair distribution of financÎal resources
(Daalder 1955). Outside these contacts, members of thc various communities
did not interact-not
even in business-and,
of course, mixed marriages were
not allowed. Non-Întervention applied 10 thc government as weil: thc state was
not allowed to intervene in thc communities aod their Înstitutions. except when
these were unable to solve problems of thc (ammon good or in thc public domain. This is known as the "subsidiary principle" among Catholics and as the
"sovereignty principle" among Ca!vinists. Both notions have been developed in
religious political theories.
The secOlld principle has al ready been mentioncd: thc principle of cqual rights.
According to th is principle, the various communities have the same rights and
provisions. At the start of thc 20th century, for example, freedom of education
becamc a major issue in the Netherlands, resulting in what became known as thc
"school-struggle". As a result of this struggle, the constitution was changed in
1917 to guarantee state funding of Catholic and Protestant schools on equal
terms with public schools. Although religion nowadays plays a minor roie in the
Nctherlands, the principle of equal rights continues to be important. It has, for
instance, heen crucial for the development of humanist counseling and for thc
foundation of the University for Humanistics.
This system of denominational segregation of Dutch society disintegrated rapidly in the late 1960s. This was the outcome of a process of secularization and individualization, which in its turn was a consequence of the social changes known
as the democratization movement of the 19605. The traditional communitics
eroded, as did their institutional arrangcments. Thc churches lost their intluence, thcir valucs werc no longer widely acceptcd, their rituals bccame obsolete
and religious leaders were no longer in a position of authority. The "pillars"
were dislodged by a remarkable and far-reaching process of individualization.
These dcvelopmcnts form a background for understanding thc rise ofhumanism
in the Netherlands. The Dutch Humanist Association was foundcd in 1946. lts
primary aim was to organize non-religious people to counter thc tendcncy towards nihilism that, according to J. van Praag, threatened Dutch society after
\Vorld \Var 11.3 The secOlld aim was to claim equal rights for non-rcligious people. On a concrete level, equal rights meant, among other things, that humanist
counseling was available alongside pastoral counseling in institutions such as thc
army. prisons, hospitals and homes for the e1derly to non-religious people who
needed moral counseling.
Thc historical developmcnts dcscribcd here have placed humanism in the Nctherlands in astrange sÎtuation. Although thc rise of humanism was not the result
of any significant self-organization as one of the "pillars", it was made possible
only by the principle of equal rights that served to ensure coexistence of the denominations in the "pillar systcm". On the other hand, the Dutch Humanist Association owes its existencc to thc proccss of secularization that undcrmincd thc
system of denominational segregation. Despite the ongoing secularization tendency, however, and although many non-religious people do endorse the hu-
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manist principles of autonomy, responsibility and solidarity. membership of the
Dutch Humanist Assnciation is very low. Which may be explained by the fact
that secularization and individualization go hand in hand. Nevertheless, the introduction of humanist counseling in the aforementioned institutions, and the
foundation of the University for Humanistics, were the result of these opposing
developments.
In the Netherlands, the level of secularization is very high, and a high percentage
of pcopJe have na church affiliation. Secuia rizat ion means that the influence of
churches and religion on sodal Iife and socÎal institutions is diminishing. This
has to do with the rapid social changes th at look place in lhe late 1960s, known
as thc "democratization movement". Thc traditional confessional communities
eroded. as diJ their institutional arrangements. Their values were na longer respectcd and a remarkable process of individualization took place. Collective religion lost its role. traditional rituals became outdated and the authority of religious leaders evaporated. This was an era of tu rb uien cc.
Nevertheless. the combination of secularization and deconfessionalization on
the one hand and the appeal to the equality principle on the other hand is a liltle
odd. Thc equality principle is closely connected with denominational segregation, which means the segmentation of Dutch society in different religious communities, as weil as a non-religious one. From the mid-1960s on, the influence
of the pillar system declined rapidly. Secularization meant that organized religion became less important. One might have expected th at the equality principle
as weil would become less important, but th is was not sa.
In September 1989, on the occasion of the first opening of the academie year of
the University for Humanistics, the Christian Democrat Minister of Education,
\V. Deetman, referred explicitly to the equality principle to explain why a humanist university is important and must be financed by the state. This means
that th is university can be seen partly as a by-product of the pillar system, albeit
a rather late one. Because the Catholics and the Reformed/Calvinists have their
own universities. the Humanists are entitled to claim a university as weil.
This is even more remarkable wh en we compare it with what happen cd in ot her
professions at the end of the 1960s, social work for example. In that period, in
social work, rcligion and the role of the churches became less important. This
was taken as a sign of ongoing professionalization. in which scientific insights
became more important than religious values. Pastoral and humanist counselors
did not follow this development, which resultcd in the creation of a distinct type
of professionalism alongsidc thc dominant technical-instrumental
professionalism. Wc will c1aboratc on th is later.
In a more general sense. it is important to bear in mind that only 37% of the
Dutch population is a member of a church and th at 60% of these members can
be considered marginal. attending a church only incidentally (figures from 1999,
Becker & De Wit 2000). Of the people barn after 1960, no more than 27% is a
member of a church. This does not necessarily imply th at the Dutch are non-reIigious. Research of the Dutch Social and Cultural Planning Office (SCP) indicates that religious feelings are not strictly related to church membership. In the
Netherlands 27% of the population consider themselves to be non-religious. and
19% as neither rcligious nor non-religious. Taken together that makes 46%. On
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the other hand, 52% of the population believe in God, 60% believe in Iife after
death, 55% believe in heaven, but only 26% believe in heli. However, 76% of the
population

hold that the experience

of meaning

of life is a matter of human po-

tcntial and only 19% hold th at this is a maller of God or belief.
Referring to church membership,

thc percentage

is forecast to decrease 10 33%

by 2010. At that time, 6% ofthe population will be Islam ie and Islam will be the
second religion in the Netherlands, after the Roman Catholic Church (13%).
Even though church membership refees to organized religion only. thc research
outcomes suggest ao element of individualization
of religion. For thc Netherlands and its segmented

C'pillarized") society. this is

all

impressive

change over a

relatively short period of thirty.five years: in 1965, church mcmbership was still
at 65%. Compared

nominationa!

with other European

ber of non-religious

people is counted,

A Brief History of Humanist
Thc founders ofthe
sociation

countries,

thc percentage

of non-de-

peop!e in the Netherlands may weil be very high, but if the num.
thc differcnces

Counseling

Dutch Humanist

Association

being just a center for contemplation

ism after World War

11.

are much smaller.

were not content with the Asto counter

the dangers of nihil.

They wanted to offer the members practical support in

giving direction and meaning to life. This was achieved through a variety of social services and through humanist counseling (Karel, Van der Kroef & Huiskes
1989). Humanist counseling focuses on elients with existential or spiritual problems and questions.
The central idca (Le., thc rcason for guiding individuals who are confrontcd by
existential problems) of humanist counseling was formulatcd immediately after

World War

11

(Van Praag 1947). But humanist

counseling actually started in

1949, whcn volunteers (with the approval ofthe government) started working in
labor camps for the unemployed. The next step was the admission of humanist
counseling
in thc army (1950), followed by counseling
for prison inmates

(1955). In 1968, professionals who were paid by the government
voluntcers (F!okstra & Wieling 1986; Van Baaien 1997).

replaced the

It is less elear when exactly humanists started counseling in hospitais, but this
too began with volunteers who visited patients in the early 1950s. Prom 1955 on,
the elderly in nursing homes were also visited. Until 1969 th ere was no central
coordination of these visiting activities; they came from 10cal initiatives of members of the Dutch Humanist Association. In thc homes for the elderly, professional humanist counseling
started in 1971, in hospita Is it started in 1974
(Flokstra & Wieling 1986). Currently, the main body of professional humanist
counselors is working in health care institutions and homes for the elderly.
Humanist counseling th us developed from the activities of volunteers, who received no specialized training, into the professional form of counseling that now
exists. This process of professionalization
passed through several phases. Let us
look, for instance, at the training programs. In 1962, training of thc counselors
was restricted to incidental (philosophically
oriented) courses in humanism. But
from 1964, humanist counselors were educated at thc Humanist Training Insti-
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tule. This institute initially offered a two-year part-time course. lts curriculum
consisted mainly of courses in ethics, the humanist philosophy of life, and religion. From 1967, the curriculum became a theee-year program. The philosophical and theoretical orientation changcd (as a consequence of social develop.
ments) into a more practical onc, and sodal sciences su eh as sociology and psychology were introduced. In 1977, the Humanist Training Institute was officially
aeknowledgcd and financed by the Dutch government. In 1980, a four-year program was started. In 1989, the University for Humanistics was founded, and the
Humanist Training Institute ceased 10 cxist. The (also state-financed) university,
whieh offers a six-year course, represents the realization of one of J. van Praag's
original goals: the training of humanist counselors at a scientific level. Of course,
the university has a broader goal than just training counselors, but that is beyond the scope of this chapter.
The picture described 50 far might give the impression of continuous progress,
but, as is aften the case, the reality is less rosy. Humanist counseling appears to
be a vulnerable profession. On the one hand the professions that go under the
names of "spiritual guidance" or "moral counseling" have gained less recognition than psychotherapy and soda I work. Undoubtedly this is a consequencc of
the secularization process. Thcn, within the category of spiritual guidancc humanist counselors are a minority compared to pastoral counselors. This is true
in most of thc institutions where humanist counseling is offered to dients. Humanist counseling, therefore, aften finds itself in a situ at ion in whieh it has to
campete with other professions on the one hand, and with pastoral counseling
on the other. Because this interacts with continll(lUS reorganizations in, for instance, health care institutions, and with economy measures on the part of the
government, humanist counseling has more than once come under attack. It is
all the more vulnerable because the group of humanist counselors is small compared to professional sodal workers and psychotherapists.
Despite these conditions, there is widespread recognition of the constitutional
right to freedom of religion, which is realized on the institutional level by the
principle of plurality in spiritual counseling. This principle holds that a dient,
soldier, or in mate should have thc opportunity to choose the kind of spiritual
counseling that matches his or her own life stance. In the institutions falling under the jurisdiction ofthe government (the army, prisons) this has been the rule
since thc 1950s. The National Federation of Health Care Institutions also
adopted this principle in 1974 and formalized it in 1986 in its poliey on spiritual
guidance in hospitals (NZR 1974; NZR 1986).
A recent devclopment deserves mcntion at thc end of this short history of humanist counseling. The founding of the University for Humanistics marked the
start of attempts to extend humanist counseling into new areas. Private practices
arc emerging, as are professional activities in companies and other institutions
outside the domains of health care, prisons and thc army. \Vhcther these initiatives must he regarded as an extension of humanist counseling or as a sign of differentiation (Le., creating new functions or even a new profession) within the
process ofprofessionalization
remains to he seen. \Ve wiII return to these devclopments in the final section of this chapter.
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In the course of Iife, everyone has to fiod his or her perspective on what are rcfeffed to as "existential concerns": thc meaning of lifc; sccular aoci transcenclental realitYi the re!ationship between freedom and destiny; the meaning of 3UtOOomy aoci responsibility; attitudes towards suffering, unhappiness and death; and
50 all. Thc answers are always individual answers, because they are highly persana!. But they are dcrived from common, cultural SOU Tees: religions. philosophies of life, and idenlogies.
In everyday life, these cultural SOUTees themselves are not the focus of much
thought: they seem self-evident and are used without conscious considcration in
the process of interpreting things and events. In ot her words, our actions, intentions and evaluations are guided by the beliefs and values that we have co me to
accept and have internalized. But every now and then we feel the need to consciously retlect on events and actions, to strengthen our sense of meaning in life.
This certainly is the case \'lhen we are confronted with drastic changes in our
lives, or with events that have a profound emotional impact. This impact can be
so strong that our habitual way of looking at life is no longer self-evident and has
to be revised. The sudden death of a loved one, being told th at you are seriously
iII, or losing a job can have this effect, as weU as extraordinary situations such as
disasters, acts of war, and car accidents. More ordinary conditions also can result
in the loss of one's sen se of meaning: difficult decisions, moral dilemmas, the
need to abandon an important goal, aging.
All these conditions call for a process of readjustment and reorientation. As wc
stated in our introduction, humanist counseling focuses on the existential dimension of these problems. The frame of reference in Uluierstanding the problems is the dient's life stance and the attitude of the humanist counselor towards
his dient, the content of the interventions is inspired by his humanist philosophy of Iife.4 This perspective has important implications for the way the discussions with the dient are conductcd, as wc will see shortly.
In order to gain a deeper understanding of the content of humanist counseling,
we will take a doser look at the concept "meaning oflife". Every person, whether
religiolls or of a secular orientation, must come to tenns with this. ft is cllstomary to sar that peopJe "give" meaning to life: people are seen as creatures who actively respond to ups and downs in Iife, in order to expericnce a sen se of meaning.5 But what is involved in this act of giving meaning to life? The expression
can be seen as referring to several distinct but related tasks that have to be fulfilled in order to experience a sensc of meaning. In other words: giving meaning
to life refers to intertwined processes within the individual that resuIt in a positive attitude towards the worId and a positive feeling about existence.
In order to impart a sense of purpose in life, the individual must commit itself to
objects, people, ideals, etc. This is one aspect of "meaning of life". Another part
of the feeling that life makes sen se is that someone acts according to the values
that constitute his or her moral and ethical system: peace of mind in the moral
sense, a dear consCÎence. Yet another aspect is th at peopJe, to a certain extent,
need to comprehend what Iife is all about, why things happen or why not. Ratio-
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nal explanations are not the ooly cognitive e1ements that (reale understanding,
because explanations of that kind do not answer the question "why" things happen as they do. A world view al50 contains answers 10 this last question, and 50
contributes to one's feeling of comprehension. In its aspect of interpretative
con trol this feeling resembles a fourth element. the feeling that one is competent
in handling situations and events, that one cao achieve goals. that one has a certain amount of behavioral control over one's life. \Ve want to have at least the
feeling that we are able to react in a sensible and satisfying way to events that
themselves might be beyond Dur control or influence. This fourth element, in
turn, is closely related to a positive feeling about oneself, to self-esteem, which is
the fifth and final element of the sense of meaning (Mooren 1998).
In our outline of the development of humanist counseling, we pointed out that
counselors work in hospita Is, homes for the elderly, prisons, and the army. It follows that there is much diversity in the questions clients are confronted with.
Some questions are of a general nature, in the sense that anyone can ask thcm in
any context. Questions about one's relationships, one's future, one's values and
ideals may pop up spontancously, though they are aften triggered by the situation at hand. Indeed, such questions are present in other institutions as weil,
such as thc poliee, schools, industry, business, and volunteer associations. In
some of these institutions, pasta ral counseling is present, but humanist counseling has not extended its activities to th is area.
These "generai" existential questions are important in everyday life outside institutions. But there are other, more specific questions th at have a close relatian to
the institution: to the reason why one is staying there, or to the constraints and
risks that are involved in the-temporary
or permanent-stay.
In hospitais, for
instance, counselors may help clients in the process of reaching a decision on
trcatment or non-treatment. In homes for the e1dcrly they meet people who are
evaluating their lives or who are experiencing a deep sense of loss. In prisons
they discuss not only the moral aspects of a crime or of the detention discussed,
but also the sometimes tragic life stories of the inmates, as weil as the deep frustrations caused by the confinement itself. In the army, finally, humanist counselors may accompany the troops on peace missions, in order to support these men
and wamen in digesting their experiences and moral dilemmas.
These are, of course, only same of the many and varied problems that are presented to the counselors. All these problems have an existential dimension,
which is the cam man denominator in the profession of humanist counseling. It
is acknowledged nowadays, however, that work in these different institutions demands different capabilities and expertise. Moreover, outside the institutions
there is an increasing need for humanist counseling on an ambulatory basis, for
example after a stay in a hospital, after having become a victim of an accident or
of violence, after a divorce, or being dismissed or retiring from work. A few humanist counselors have established themselves in "(ree practices", but humanist
counseling has mainly been confined to, or locked-up in, the aforementioned institutions.

Humanist Counseling in lhe Nelherlands
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of Humanist
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Humanist counselors work with c1ients on a ane to one basis as weil as in
groups. They strive to strengt hen in them thc sense of meaning. by supporting
and encouraging th cm to explore their emotions. thoughts and actions. They
stimulate them 10 put iota wards their goals, their desires, their views on life and
existence and their moral and emotional dilemmas in living life in the most rewarding way. They also offer comfort and advice when needed.
From the outset. thc approach of humanist counselors was guided by principles
of dialogue and dient-centeredness.
For Elders (2000b), dialogue is so essential
10 humanism that he considers them 10 be Siamese twins. lt is na surprise, th erefore, th at in humanist counseling. communication has thc character of a dialogue: a conversation in which none of the participants has an authoritative position. Thc concept of "normative professionalism"(see the next section; see also
Van Houten & Kunneman 1993) implies th is characteristic.
Nonetheless, the relationship in humanist counseling is not entirely mutual. The
relationship is about the dient, and the task of the counselor is to sustain him in
his search for meaning and human dignity. In the 1970s and 1980s, the main approach of humanist counselors was the Rogerian "dient-centered"
method,
which focuses on the perceptions the client has of himself and of the world he
lives in (Rogers & Stevens 1967). However, at the Humanist Training Institute it
was not the techniques of the counselor but his or her attitude th at received the
most attention. Having the right attitude was considered to be the main condition for the counselor to be able to counsel dients in a way that guaranteed their
autonomy and humaneness (Hoogeveen 1985). Thus, in learning his profession,
the counselor directed his attention mainly to his own person, in search of an attitude of empathy. in search of congruence and genuineness. The dient-centered
attitude is still one of the ma in qualities of humanist counselors in their approach to clients, but from the 1980s and during the 1990s other approaches
slowly came into view.
On the one hand the Rogerian (psychology-based) approach was supplemented
by theories on professionalization and by arguments from social philosophy.
leading to the already mentioned concept of a "norrnative profession". In a way,
th is can be seen as a strengthening of the emphasis on autonomy. as we will see
in the next section. But these supplements gave humanist counseling a more
solid "raison d'être".
On the other hand it was realized that autonomy, although it remains an important principle, is not the only subject that requires reflection. Clients need to reflect on their Iives in terms of. for insta nee. goals and moral predications, and in
terms of the world view they ad here to. In other words, the dient-centered approach, with its emphasis on self and autonomy, is now considered a neccssary.
but not a sufficient, condition for professional expertise. Thus, a narrative approach to counseling has recently been developed in which the vario us aspects of
the act of giving meaning to life (see the previous section) receive attent ion in a
more or less systematic way (Mooren 1999). This methad closely resem bles the
existential-biographical method. which creates the possibility of reflccting on a
wide variety of questions concerning the way life is, can be, and should beo lived
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(Brouwer 1994). An important consequence of these developmcnts is that humanist counseling, although still borrowing insights from psychology. is less
psychologically oriented than it was in thc 19705 and 19805, and focuses more on
life stance and existential questions.
Vet another developmcnt is an emphasis on spirituality (loma 1998). This is a
response to thc fact that humanist counselors repeatedly encounter c1ients who
are not satisfied with a humanism that is dominatcd by ratio:lalism and that
tums away from experiences which transeend ordinary reality. Nevertheless,
thcy rightfully consider themselves humanists, because thcy do adhere 10 thc
principle of individual human responsibility, and becausc they do fan back on
human capabilities and on a secular orientation in giving meaning to life and existencc.
Regarding its position in the aforementioned institutions, humanist counseling
has some features in common with pastoral counseling. It is worth mentioning
th is, because these features are important for the way humanist counselors approach their c1ients. Thc most important of these are what is known as thc
"sanctuary function". Hospitals can serve as an example to illustrate th is function. Humanist counselors work in these institutions, but they are not part the
staff in the sense that they contribute to the treatment of patients. Also, they do
not exchange information about their counseling sessions with doctors or
nurses: thc conversations are strictly confidential. In consequence, there is no
treatmcnt indication for humanist counseling, which is consistent with the idea
of a normative profession (sec below). Indced, humanist counselors offer their
support, or patients ask for them on their own initiativc, but the counseling is always entirely on thc basis of free choice. This starting point was not inspired by
the principle of autonomy in humanism (although there certainly is no contlict
here), but is rat her, on thc institutional level, the consequence of the right of
freedom of religion, which is guaranteed by the Dutch constitution. The sanctuary function operates not only in hospitals and other health care institutions, but
in prisons and in the army as weil.
Related to the sanctuary function is thc fact that humanist (and pastoral) counselors, though often appointed by the institution they work for, must be confirmed in th is appointment by the Dutch Humanist Association (or in the case
of pastoral counselors: by their religious dcnomination), to which they are accountablc. This arrangement ensures the relative indepcndence of humanist
counselors (and pastoral counselors) from the institutions they work for, and
therefore the freedom for c1icnts to choose the form of moral counseling that fits
their life stance.

Humanist

Counseling:

a "Normative

Profession"

Professionalization refers to thc process whereby an occupation becomes a profession (Sicgrist 1990). Humanist counseling is involved in such a process. However, what kind of professionalization is fitting for an accu pat ion such as humanist counseling? This question has reccived a great deal of atlention sincc thc
founding ofthe Univcrsity for Humanistics. The concepts of "norrnative profcs-
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sion" and "normativc professionalism" have been developed 10 indicatc thc precise nature of humanist counseling, which has always been felt 10 diffcr in some
respects from classica! professions like medicÎne, sodal work and psychotherapy,6 On thc athef hand, these concepts represent a critique on and a supplement to the already existing forms of professionalization.7 The particular characteristics of humanist counseling GHl be e1ucidated by cxplaining thc concepts of
"normative profession" and "normative professionalism".
Before c1aborating on this, it is important 10 mention that three approaches 10
professionalization have been devcloped in sociology. Professionalization has
been acceptcd as a prerequisite for a complex, modern society (Parsons 1951). In
su eh a society, problems are 50 complex that you need professional ski 115 in order to solve them (the functionalist approach). Professionalization has also been
understood as a strategy for gaining power over clients by the construct ion of
"dependency cultures" (the strategie or power approach). Professionalization in
this sense implies an asymmetrical rclationship bet ween the professional and the
dient. Illich wrote about "disabling professions" and recommended self-help
and deprofessionalization
(Illich 1977). Lastly, in the trait approach, professionalization is analyzed in terms of the main characteristics of professions, such
as their sdentific foundation. scientific training, ascribed sodal authority, a professional association with an ethical code, and the like (Freidson 1970).
For humanist counseling, thc functional argument is inappropriate. Existential
problems may be more complicated than fifty years ago, but not in a technical
way. A humanist counselor is not an existential expert in thc traditional sense.
someone who knows best how to handle meanings of Iife. Therefore. counseling
can not he understood as treatment, with the counselor as expert and the dient
as passive subject.
This implies th at to look upon counseling as an exercise of power is equally inappropriate. As a matter of principle. humanist counseling is based on a symmetrical relationship. Instead of "treatment" the term "advice" better describes a
relationship in which the counselor assists clients to find their own solutions to
their existential problems.
Regarding the trait approach. the professionalization of humanist counseling
goes along these lines in same respccts. su eh as a academie training, a professional association and an ethical code. But we also find differences with other
professions. In the trait approach. the first characteristic of a profession is that
help and treatment are based on scientific knowiedge. Indeed, the "classicai"
professions, such as medicine, have a tendency to use theoretical modeIs or diagnast ic systems (i.e., scientific knowiedge) in interpreting the problems of their
clients. In doing sa, these problems are reduced to problems th at a professional
can treat or solvc. The professional is the one who tells the dient wh at to do
("the doctor knows best"). Success, if possible at all, depends on the c1ient fol100ving the instructions of the professional. th us accepting and assimilating the
interpretations and language of the professional. As a model, in applied science,
the interventions are rather instrumental, based on mainly positivist ic research
outcomes.
Handling existential problems, however, is not a matter of applied science. Finding out what makes life worthwhile is not a matter of positivistic scientific re-
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search, but of personal experience and worldly wisdom. It is about personal biographies, life plans, self-identity and personal values and preferences (Giddens
1991; Beek 1992). Humanist counseling, therefore, consists of a dialogue in
which thc dient searches for meanings. reformulating his problems in colloquy
with the counselor. It is not thc interpretations of the counselor, but thc cxperienee. meanings and valuing process of the dient that are thc center of attention.
\Vhile they are thc starting point of thc counseling relationship, they are also its
goal. This requires not a combi nat ion of pure and applied science according to
thc formula of positivism. but a more practical science in which narratives play
an important wie.
This does not imply that professionalization iso't possible or desirabie. \Ve have
to look for a special kind of profession: for a normativc profession. Humanist
counseling is about world views and values. And the counselor does not enter
the scene in the role of an expert who applies "objective knowiedge. So, in humanist counseling, the normative dimension is essential. This is true in two
ways. Firstly, the content of the counseling is about norms and values, and in
this regard counseling can never be a matter of expertise. It is about the choices
in and perspectives on life of the dient himself. Secondly, in the process of counseling, the counselor himse1f is present with his own norms and values, hopes
and fears, way of looking at life and existence. The principle of symmetry demands that the counselor acknowledge this. This, in turn, demands a high degree of self-retlexivity from the counselor. Nonnative professionalism does not
deny this normative dimension. Instead, it demands th at the counselor be transparent in this regard for the dient. His own doubts and Jack of answers, as weIl
as his own way of looking at life, are used to reach a profound understanding of
the dient. The decisive quality in humanist counseling is the capacity of the
counselor to be present as a person of tlesh and blood, without losing his c1ientcenteredness for a single moment. The development of normative professionalism is therefore a supplement to already existing forms and traditions in
professionalization.
Normative professionalism is not exdusive to humanist counseling. This perspectivc has been discussed with pastoral counselors, social workers, community
developers and other professionals: they recognized most of the characteristics of
normative professionalism in their daily work. A theory of normative professionalism currently is still in progress, but the building stones are available. In
part, they are related to the theory of communicative action (Habermas 1984),
Anthony Giddens's ideas on self-identity in late modernity (Giddens 1991) and
Beck's notion ofretlexivc modernization in a risk society (Beek 1992).
The other traits mcntioned by Frcidson (1970) can be summcd up concisely.
The second characteristic of a profession is that it is based on university vocational training programs, such as the dcgree from thc University for
Humanistics. Thirdly, the professionals are organized in a professional association with an ethical code. For humanist counselors, a start has been made on setting up such an association, and an ethical code is available. A fourth characteristic has to do with social authority and acknowlcdgment. This does not exist for
humanist counseling, exccpt for some political acknowledgment. The fifth trait
deals with the legal protection of the profession, which is not the case for hun
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manist counseling. The final characteristic of a profession eelates to the "esprit
de corps" of the professionals, with a common language and a culture charactcristic of thai profession. For humanist counselors. the score here is low.
Ta summarize, the professionalization process of humanist counseling is still al
all initial stage. This is not surprising; the four-year course of the Humanist
Training Institute only started in 1980, and the fiest students of the University
for Humanistics graduated in 1995. A professionalization process takes a long
time. Nevertheless, humanist counseling has been designed as a normative profession, aoci students are trained along these lines. Their professionalism is characterized by communicative ski lis focused on a symmetrical relationship between dient and counselor. Counseling is personal and contextual, based upon
involvement and authenticity. Attentiveness and responsibility are crucial moral
dimensions, and the accent is on meaning of life, and less on rapid results.
Moreover, humanist counseling is a learning profession, in which high levels of
reflexivity are the professional norm.

Prospects and Dilemmas
\Vhat does the future hold for humanist counseling? This is a complicated issue
with many dilemmas and uncertainties, in thc short run as weil as in the long
run. In the army, prisons, hospitals and homes for the elderly. there are about
1250 counselors, of whieh about 175 are humanist counselors. ft is improbable
that these numbers will increase. In the Netherlands, the government, healthcare
institutions and institutions for the care of the e1derly are fascinated by an economie management style that concentrates on efficiency and effectiveness. Seen
from this perspectivc, moral counseling is a rather «soft" profession, offering no
dear instrumental outcomcs. Managers do think in terms of products and resu lts. Attentiveness is a low-priority value. sometimes even considered to be redundant. Therefore, the ma in challcnge is to maintain the number of professional counselors.
Referring to humanist counseling in partieular. we are confrontcd with thc fact
that this profession has developed as an alternative to pastoral counseling for
non-denominational
people. This secular counseling fits a secularized society,
but is still identified with traditional religious counseling. This double identity
sometimes has ncgativc effects, in the sense that denomination-based counseling
is seen by many as outdated. They prefer the idea that professional help and assistance must be delivered by therapists or social workers, who are rcsult-oriented.
This is connected to a major dilemma for humanist counseling. As we have
stated, the development of humanist counseling in the 1950s and 1960s was in
part a by-product of the pillar system in the Netherlands, and of the equality
principle on whieh this systcm was based. Therefore, humanist counseling devcloped as an alternativc for pastoral counseling. not as a job in its own right. For
some pastoral counselors and politicians, counseling without God or belief is not
rcally counseling, but something artificial. Moreover, the reason why humanist
counseling exists is th at pastoral counseling al ready existed.
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Most institutions have one counseling service, composed of Catholic, protestant
and humanist counselors, in some cases supplemcnted by pundits and imams.
Ta some dcgree there are similarities between pastoral and humanist counseling,
partly as a consequence of the secularization of pastoral counseling. Religion certainly does not play a wie in all contacts with clients. However, pastoral counselors fulfill two wies: that of traditional religious counselor and that of a
(post)modern secular counselor. According 10 thc dient and the context, they
decide which mie is appropriate.
At this point the conclusion cDuld be that humanist counselors betteT dcve10p a
strategy 10 become an independent profession with a dear professional and humanist profile. However, this confronts thcm with the problem that they would
sever the link with the reason for their existence, and managers wiII cease to appoint thcm. Therefore it is not all option in thc short term. As a consequence,
humanist counselors have to cooperate with pastoral counselors. This can result
in an profile which is both traditional cOllfessional and modern secular. Sometimes, th is undear profile interfercs with the identity of the humanist counselor
as a contemporary, secular professional, and leaves him with a kind of pseudoprofile. In the long term, such a pseudo-profile is not convincing. The humanist
counselor faces the dilemma between short-term necessity to co-operate with
pastoral counselors and long-term perspective of becoming an independent profession as a promising challenge.
As stated above, humanist counseling will be a normative profession and not a
purely technical-instrumental
profession in which values and world views have
been ruled out. However, many managers confront professional workers with a
technical and calculating approach. in which good value for money is the key
principle. The question is, can humanist counseling be cost-effective and what
might that mean? Does its effeetiveness have to do with spiritual well-being, and
how should that be measured? Can humanist counseling live up to thc idea th at
x minutes of humanist counseling generatcs y per cent incrcase in existential
wellbeing? We are confronted with different narratives that do not fit.
The central idea of humanist counseling is that existent iaI attentiveness is an intrinsie value, irrespective of instrumental effects. Nowadays such a story does
not convince managers who are inviting or even dcmanding humanist counselors to prove the value of their job in economie ter ms. But, whatever, humanist
counseling can not be understood as a commodity. It is not a product but a relationship, anci that means that the quality of thc rclationship is decisive; not its
instrumental results. This message does not sdi weil in a no-nonsense era, where
no-nonsense is on thc edge of no-sense. However, making sensc is preciscly the
core of humanist counseling. The future of humanist counseling is faidy uncertain, not becausc of its intrinsic value but because of a utilitarian approach to
care and support in present-day institutions.
However, people in modern society are confronted with many existential uncertainties and with an impressive diversity and plurality. Ta give meaning to life is
no langer a matter of given frames, but is a lifelong project people are actively
involved in. Seen from this perspective, it is reasonable to expect that there is a
challenging future for humanist counseling. However, funding is a problem. In
the Dutch welfare state, most financial resources regarding support and assis-
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ta nee are related to (health) care, and humanist counseling does not belang to
that area. Existential advice and empowering humanity relate to an entirely different matter. which implies th at another type of funding must be developed.
outside healthcare provisions. And that will be na easy job.
Finally, four master courses are in development at the University for
Humanistics. in accordance with the introductioI1, in the Netherlands, of a ncw
structure in higher education consisting of a three-year bachelor and a two-year
master course, in accordance with the Convention of Bologna. In addition to
"humanist counseling", which was the main profile of the present six-year
course, three ncw masters degrees will be introduced in 2004: "education", "advice, organization and poliey making" and "research". To date, several moral
counselors have already become involved in education (especially ethics) and in
giving advice to organizations. This could result in a mixed profile for humanist
counselors, but education, advice and research can a1so become expert profiles
on their own. Currently, both options are open. Future decision-making will intlucnce the development of humanist counseling.

